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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the nature of A-movement on the basis of the facts regarding ECM
constructiollS across languages. More specifically, this thesis deals with two types of illicit
A-chains found in ECM constructions in Korean: A-movement out of CP/finite clauses.
To account for the impossibility of A-movement out of CP in the theory of grammar, a
Locality Condition on Chain (=LCC) is proposed. The intuition behind the Lee is that A-
chain is truly local in its nature in the sense that it needs to go through every intervening
specifier whether actual feature checking takes place or not. In contrast, A'-chain only goes
through the position that is required for feature checking.
A reconsideration and a new fonn~ation of the notion of AlA'-distinction has also been
made in this thesis, which depends on the property of the category that occupies the head of
the specifier. A specifier of a head that contains a lexical category (=N, V, A, P) or a trace
of a lexical category counts as an A-position, while specifiers of a functional head counts' as
an A'-position. A significant consequence of this refonnulation of AlA'-distinction is that
verb raising crucially hinges 011 the A-status of a specifier of the functional category that the
verb raises and adjoins to.
A crosslinguistic study of A-movement in this thesis also shows that a generalization can be
established that a language that allows A-movement out of a finite clause lacks in overt
infmitival constructions. I propose that in languages that do not have overt infinitivals a
finite T serves a dual function ofboth fmite anet infinitival T in the sense that a finite T has a
strong nominative case feature that can be checked against DP with undeleted cae feature
regardless of its case property. The strong nominative case feature of T will attract the
closest DP into its specifier position in the overt syntax. A crucial consequence of this claim
follows that a cas~ feature can also enter into a multiple checking relation due to feature
mismatch. ECM is exceptional in these languages in the sense that it involves multiple
feature checking of the accusative case.
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Title: Professor of Linguistics and Japanese
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ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used in this thesis:
1,2,3 first, second, third person
Abs absolutive
Aa:, accusative
art article
asp aspect marker
CL classifier
comp complementizer
Oat dative
decl declarative
del detenniner
Erg ergative
F female
Oen genitive
M male
NEG negation
Nom Nominative
Noml nominalizer
Pass passive
past past tense
pres present tense
prog progressive
pi plural
Q interrogative marker
reI relative marker
sub subjunctive
Top topic marker
DB} logical, underlying object
SUBJ logical, underlying subject
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meoretical
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Cbapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Exceptional Case Marking in the Minimalist Theory
In the recent minimalist framework of generative grammar outlined in Chomsky (1993;
1995), a theory of grammar consists of three essential components: a lexicon, an interface
with the mechanisms of production and perception (PF), and an interface with the
interpretation system of semantics (LF). These three conlponents (PF, LF, lexicon) are
assumed to be related through a derivation that takes items from the lexicon and combines
them in acertain way regulated by various constraints.
Among these constraints is the economy condition on movement outlined in Chomsky
(1991) that requires that a derivation be minimal. If a derivation is shorter than the other,
the shorter derivation will block the longer that will result in an unacceptable PFILF
representation. One of the economy conditions is spelled out as Greed in Chomsky (1993;
1994: 14).
(1) Move-a raises to a position ~ only if morphological properties of a itself would not
otherwise be satisfied in the derivation.
1 1
The intuition behind this constraint is that a constituent undergoes movement only if a
syntactic operation can be done to the constituent itself as the result of movement. This
insight entails a controversy centered on the problem of how to analyze structures such as
(2), where a DP seems to undergo raising without any of its features being checked as a
result of the movement: the so-called ECM constructions. Given below is an example from
Korean, which is assumed to involve ECM.
(2) a. na-nun [TP John,·uli [Vp ti erisek-ess]-ta]-ko mitnunta
I-Top John-Ace be stupid-past-decl-comp believe
"I believe John to be stupid."
b. *John-ul erisek-ess-ta
John-Nom be stupid-past-decl
"John was stupid."
The structure in (2a) from Korean is known as ECM, since accusative case marking l
appears on the embedded subject John, which must be associated with the cae assigning
property of the matrix predicate, as we can see from the unacceptability of (2b); an
accusative subject can never occur in a root clause.
Suppose ECM in Korean2 involves raising of the accusative subject into the specifier of the
embedded Tense, as assumed in the analysis of ECM in English in Chomsky (1995) and
Collins (1997).3 This analysis entails a problem for (2), which has been also noted for
ECM in English: the derivation would be a violation of Greed, since no feature of the
1. The accusative case marker in Korean has two allomorphs -ul and -lui. when the host noun ends in a
consonant, -ul is used, while .. lui is attached to a host noun ending in a vowel.
2. I will show in chapter 2 that ECM in Korean is overt raising of the embedded accusative subject into the
specifier of the mabix Tr via the specifier of the embedded T.
3. Detalied analysis of ECM in English including review of Chomsky (1995) and Collins (1997) will
appear in chapter 3.
1 2
embedded subject would be checked as a result of the movement, althOl1gh the EPP feature
of the embedded Tense might be checked by the D-feature of the raised ECMed DP.
Furthennore:- the nominative case feature of the finite Tense in the embedded clause in (2a)
cannot be checked as a result of the movement of the accusative subject into its specifier
due to feature mismatch. The unchecked case feature of the embedded Tense would render
the resulting derivation to crash.
Given that the structure in (2a) is fully acceptable in Korean, let us tentatively assume that
the embedded accusative subject somehow checks the nominative case assigning feature of
the embedded finite Tense4 as well as its EPP feature. Then the structure in (2a) is no
longer problematic if we adopt the modified version of Greed in Chomsky & Lasnik (1993:
564): "Turning now to the last resort principle, its intuitive content was that operations
should be permissible only if they fonn legitimate LF objects. We now relax the
requirements, taking an operation to be permissible if it is a prerequisite to the fonnation of
a legitimate LF object." Under this weakened version of Greed, raising of the accusative
subject into the specifier of the embedded Tense is considered to be a legitimate step; if
John-ul in (2a) does not move into the embedded Spec T before Spell-Out, both the EPP
and the case feature are not satisfied for the embedded T and the derivation will crash at LF.
(3) ....... *[TP _ [VP John-uJ erisek]-essta]-ko .......
However even if the derivation leading to (3) crashes, it should not force the overt
movement of John-ul into the specifier of the embedded T. This would require that a
grammar should look ahead all the possible derivations and evaluate whether movement at
some point of derivation is required to ensure a convergent derivation. This is an
undesirable move since it will render the economy conditions global rather than local.
4. Checking of nominative case feature on finite T by an accusative DP win be dealt with in chapter 6.
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Collins (1997) addresses this problem and proposes a local economy condition Last
Resort, which he claims to replace Greed in Chomsky & Lasnik (1993).
(4) Move raises a to the checking domain of a head H with a feature F only if the
feature F of H enters into a checking relation with a feature F of (X,
Under this definition, raising of John-ul into the embedded Spec T in (2a) takes place to
satisfy a morphological requirement on the embedded T, whether it i~ the nominative case
assigning feature or the EPP feature. In other words, the movement of John-ul into the
specifier of the embedded T does not violate Last Resort, since the movement establishes a
checking relation between the moved element John-ul and a head in the target position,
which results in the checking of the EPP feature and the case feature of the embedded
Tense. Mter checking, the EPP feature and the nomillative case feature of the embedded T
delete since they are uninterpretable features5•
(4) ....... [TP John-ulj [VP ti erisek]-essta]-ko .......
Let us now look at the derivation in (4) in terms of checking of the formal features on the
embedded accusative subject John-ul. Suppose the embedded accusative subject John-ul
raises further up into the matrix object position6 via the specifier of the embedded finite
Tense, as has been assumed in the analysis of ECM in English (Chomsky 1993; Collins
1997). This assumption poses problems on the theory of movement.
5. For distinction between interpretable and uninterpretable features, see Chomsky (1995).
6. I assuITIe in this thesis following Collins (1997) that the case checking position for the direct object is
one of the multiple specifiers of a functional head called Tr(ansitivity), whose specifier is the base position
of the subject. Details of the clause structure in Korean will appear in chapter 1.2.
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First, the structure in (2a) seems to be an instance of A-movement out of finite clauses7; an
apparent violation of the Chain Condition, which requires that a chain have one and only
one case position (cf. Chomsky 1986;·· Chomsky & Lasnik 1993). If the case assigning
features of both the embedded and the matrix Tense are checked against the ECMed
accusative DP as a result of the movement through the specifier of the embedded T into the
matrix object position, the resulting· chain of John-ul in (2'a) would contain two case
positions: the embedded Spec T, where the nominative case assigning feature of the
embedded finite T should be checked; and the case-checking position for the matrix object,
where the accusative case is checked.
This is quite a surprising fact if ECM in Korean can be analyzed as an instance of A-
movement since A-movement is assumed to be strictly local and clause-bound. To maintain
the intuition behind the Chain Condition that an A-chain is actually a single entity with one
theta-role and one Case occupying more than a single position in a representation, it seems
7. Notice that ECM out of a tensed clause cannot be attribut~t to an idiosyncratic property of Korean, since
there are quite a few languages that share this property with Korean. Hungarian, Imbabura Quechua, and
Fijian are among the languages that are reported to allw ECM out of a finite embedded clause.
(i) Hun~arian ECM
Kiketj mondtad hogy szeretnel ti
who-ace you-said that you-would-like[-def]
"Who did you say you woud like it if they came?"
~ eljonnenek~]
if came
(Kiss, 1984)
(Jake & Odden 1979)
PNawa-ta
baby-ace
warmi-man
woman-dat
[ tierin
believes
Imbabura Quechua ECM
chai jari-ea yachachij-tai
thal man-top teacher-ace
cara-ju-y-ta]
serve-Prog-Pres-acc
"The man believes the teacher is handing the baby to the woman."
(ii)
(iii) Fijian ECM
au gadreva [na ko~o
1s wish art big
"I wish you had gone to the city."
levuli
town
[ oi
Sub
ko a lako
2s Past go
(Gordon, 1980)
kiImj]
to-it
According to Gordon (1980), Fijian allows ECM to non-subject elements such as direct and indirect object,
oblique and possessor. The example in (iii) shows an instance of ECM to indirect object.
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necessary to explore the natUre of the embedded finite T in Korean with regard to its case
checking property. -'
Second, if the ECMed DP John-ul in (2) raises into the case checking position for the
matrix object, the result would be an instance of case-driven movement out of the
embedded clause headed by an overt complementizer -ci. In other words, Korean seems to
allow A-movement out of CP, which is in general assumed to be illicit in many languages.
Consider the following ECM constructions from French and Italian.
(5) French ECM
a. Je crais PRO avoir fait nne erreUf.
rrI believe PRO to have made a mistake...
b. *Je crois Jean etre Ie plus intelligent de tous.
"I believe John to be the most intelligent of all. II
(6) Italian ECM
a. Ritengo di PRO avere sempre fatto it mio dovere.
"I believe PRO to have always done my duty"
(Kayne 1983: Chapter 5)
b. *?Possiamo ritenere queste persone avere sempre fatto illoro dovere.
"We can believe these persons to have always done their duties."
(Rizzi 1982: Chapter ID)
As has been pointed out by Kayne (1981), French does not allow ECM constructions with
an overt lexical DP as a subject of the embedded infinitival complement 8CP(=5b). Rizzi
8. Although the embedded clause in the ECM construction in French (=5b) is not headed by an overt
complementizer, the PRO thorem would require a complement of an ECM verb in French be a CP. A Bare
IP would allow government of PRO by the Mattix ECM prediacte.
(i) PRO theorem
PRO must be ungoverned
1 6
(1982) reports that Italian constructions corresponding to the English ECM cases with a
lexical subject in the complement CP are also unacceptable (=6b).
We cannot however simply conclude that French and Italian do not have ECM
constructions. Both French and Italian allow ECM constructions if the subject of the
embedded infinitival complement has been extracted.
(7) a. [Quel g~on]i crois-tu [ tj etre Ie plus intelligent de taus]
"Which boy do you believe to be intelligent of all?"
(Kayne 1983: Chapter 5)
b. [Quante di queste persone]i possiamo ritenere [ ti aver sempre fatto illoro
doveres]
e'How many of these persons can we believe to have always done their duties?"
(Rizzi 1982: Chapter 3)
The situation becomes more intricate when we consider the fact that the ECM constructions
in French and Italian cannot be "rescued" by raising the subject of the embedded infinitival
into the matrix subject position by passivization9.
(8) a. *L'funej a ete [ti demontree etre immortelle]
liThe soul has been demonstrated to be immortal." (Kayne 1983)
9. Kayne (1983) claims that the acceptability of passivizing the EeM construction in French varies
depending on the ECM verb involved. As a matter of fact, Massam (1985) reports that the following French
example derived by applying passivization to otherwise ungrammatical ECM struclure(=(i)a) is fully
acceptable.
(i) a. *Je suppose Farida etre algerienne.
b. Faridaj est supposee ti etre algerienne.
Rizzi (1981) reports that the same effect holds of Italian ECM constructions; the grammaticality of
passivizing ECM constructions varies with the choice of the ECM verb. However, both Kayne (1983) and
Rizi (1981) claim that there is a clear contrast between wh-extraction and passivization of the ECMed
subject. Only wh-movement of the ECMed subject results in perfect well-fonnedness in both languages.
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b. *[Questa donna]i era temuta [ ti aver tradito la nostra causa]
"This woman was feared to have betrayed our cause." (Rizzi 1981)
The contrast between (7) and (8) from French and Italian indicates that A-movement is
impossible out of CP, since the sentence is acceptable only when the embedded subject is
extracted by A'-movement. This fact is in sharp contrast with ECM in Korean, which
apparently allows A-movement out of CP, as noted earlier.
Turning to theoretical issue's, it is not clear what prevents A-movement out of CP in the
Minimalist framework, given that locality constraints on A-movement have been ensured
via the notion of barriers and the ECP and in the Barriers framework, which are no more
available in the recent linguistic theory.
(9) a. Government
a theta-governs ~ iff a c-commands ~, and there is no X, X a barrier for ~
such that Xexcludes a.
b. C-command
a c-commands ~ iff a does not dominate ~ and every X, that dominates a
dominates p, Xa maximal projection.
c. Barrier
X is a barrier for Piff (i) or (ii):
(i) X immediately dominates 0, 0 a Be for ~
(ii) X is a Be for ~, X*IP.
d. B(locking) C(ate&oryj
X is a Be for piff X is not L-marked and Xdominates ~.
e. L-markinK
ex L-marks Piff a is a lexical category that theta-governs p.
1 8
«~homsky 1981)
f. Theta-&Qvem
a theta-governs piff a is a zero level category that theta-marks p, and (x, p
are sisters.
(Chomsky 1986)
(10) a. E(mpty) C(ateKOr:y) P(rinciplel
An empty category must be properly governed.
b. Proper Government
a properly governs piff a theta-governs or antecedent-governs p.
(Chomsky 1986)
Under the above definition of barriers, A-movement across a CP boundary is assumed to
be illicit. If a constituent is raised out of CP by A-movement, it should cross IP and CP in
a single link. This movement will make the CP a barrier for the proper government of the
trace, which in tum results in a violation of the ECP. Notice that under the current theory,
minimality alone cannot prevent A-movement out of CP. If minimality requires that an A-
element go through every intervening A-position, the presence of CP should not pose any
problem for A-movement, the specifier of CP being an A'-position. If Spec C counts as an
A-position, A-element can move through the position, satisfying the minimality.
Summing up, Korean ECM constructions provide two kinds of puzzles to be explored,
which would be the major tasks of this thesis: (a) what makes it possible for A-movement
to take place across a CP boundary in Korean, while it is considered illegitimate in other
languages, as evidenced from the impossibility of ECM with a lexical subject in
FrenchlItalian; and (b) why a subject of a finite embedded clause can be extracted in Korean
in spite of an apparent violation of the Chain Condition. Any plausible answer to these
puzzles would first require that we provide an account why A-movement across CP and
NP-movement out of a finite clause are unacceptable in the theory·of grammar.
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1.2 Basic Assumptions and Clause Structure
The discussion in this study mostly takes place within the context of the Minimalist
framework adapted from Chomsky (1995) and Collins (1997). I will present in this section
some of the essential notions that are required for further discussion of the ECM
constructiOllS. Most of these definitions and formulations will be assumed without much
argument or discussion. IO
1.2.1 Clause Structure
Following Collins (1997), I will assume the structure of the clause as shown in (18)
below.
(18) Cpll
----------....-
C TP
----------
DPi T'
~
T TrP
VP
........-----..
DP
I
t·:J
v
Tr
DP
I
tj
---------
Dp· Tr lJ
~
Tr'
-----------
10. For detailed discussion, see Chomsky (1995), Collins (1997), and references therein.
II. The sbUcture illistrated here is for a head-initial language such as English, French and Italian. For head-
final languages like Korean, simply switch the linear order between the head and its complement. All the
hierarchical relation remains the same.
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As Collins (1997) claims, this structure assumes that the external argument is generated as
the specifier of a head called Tr(ansitivity), which is against the VP-internal Subject
Hypothesis that generates the external argument under the VP with the direct object. For
transitive verbs, this Tr head checks accusative case and assigns the external theta-role to
the subject. For unaccusative verbs, Tr is still assumed to be present, but it does not check
accusative case and assigns no external theta-role. As for the V-feature of Tr, it is supposed
to be universally strong triggering obligatory movement of V to adjoin to Tr in the overt
syntax. The Tr head also has a D-feature that triggers object shift into its outer specifier
position.
Although this structure does not assume any Agr projection, the AgeD theory and the
theory that assumes multiple specifiers of Tr (henceforth, multiple-specifier theory) have
some aspects in common. Both theories depends on the notion of equidistance to ensure
that the object is raised into its proper case position. However, the two approaches differ in
the way they render two relevant positions equidistant. The AgrO theory renders the base
position of the subject and the target position of object shift equidistant via head chain
formed by verb raising. Chomsky (1993) argues that if the verb moves to AgrO, the
derived chain (V, tv) renders the specifier of AgrO and the specifier of VP equidistant,
making it possible for the object to move across the base position of the subject. In the
AgrO theory, object shift therefore crucially relies on the availability of verb raising. This
relation is lost in the multiple-specifier theory, since the two specifier positions of Tr are
always equidistant by virtue of being in the same minimal domain, i.e., the minimal domain
ofTr.
,Another difference between the two approaches is that the subject is generated under a
separate projection from the one that c()otains the direct object in the multiple-specifier
theory. The subject is generated in the specifier position of Tr in the multiple-specifier
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(Collins 1997: 20)
theory, while it is generated under the VP that has the direct object in its complement
position in the AgrO Theory. I will provide in Chapter 3 some evidence from Korean ill
favor of the multiple-specifier theory that assumes that the position of the shifted object is
higher than the theta-position of the subject. 12
1.2.2 Last Resort, Minimality, and Asymmetric Feature Checking
Collins (1997) claims that local economy can be reduced to two constraints on movement:
Last Resort and Minimality.
(19) Last Resort
Move raises a to the checking domain of a head H with a feature F only if the
feature F of H enters into a checking relation with a feature F of a.
(Collins 1997: 19)
The insight behind this definition is that movement will take place only if the movement
itself results in some syntactic work being done. This definition of Last· Resort presupposes
the definition of checking domain and checking relation.
(20) Checkins Domain
Let H be a functional head dominating a feature F. The checking domain of F
consists of
a. X adjoined to H and any feature dominated by X
b. any XP in Spec H, and any feature dominated by X.
12. Collins (1997) also provides some argument in favor of the multiple..specifier theory from the Icelandic
object shift construction.
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(21) Checkin& Relation
FI and F2 enter into a checking relation iffF2 is in the checking domain of FI and
Fl is deleted. (F2 may also be deleted.)l3
The definition of Last Resort and checking relation as outlined above incorporates the
notion of asymmetric feature checking, whereby two features enter into a checking relation
and only one of the two features deletes. Chomsky (1995) proposes that some features are
interpretable and needed for interpretation at LF while others are uninterpretable and must
be deleted for convergence at LF. Interpretable features include categorial features (±V,
±N, D, T, etc.), the <J»-features of N (person, number, gender) and the [+wh] feaolre of a
wh-phrase. The uninterpretable features are the Case feature of aN, the <J»-features and
Case features of V and T, any strong feature, and any other feature not listed in the
interpretable features.
Given these assumptions, let us consider how symmetric and asymmetric checking take
place in the following example illustrated in Collins (1997).
(22) John rolled down the hill.
In (22), the external argument John moves into the specifier of T and the EPP feature of T
and the D feature of John enter into a checking relation. This is an instance of asymmetric
feature checking since the strong, hence uninterpretable, EPP feature deletes while the
interpretable D feature of DP does not delete. At the same time the case feature of John
enters into a checking relation with the nominative case-assigning feature of T. Both
features are uninterpretable and delete in this checking relation. This is a case of symmetric
feature checking. At LF, the verb raises to T and its ~-features enter into a checking relation
13. Since the term "checking" has established usage, I will use the expression "Ft checks F2" with the
same meaning that FI and F2 have entered into a checking relation and F2 deletes.
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with those of DP. Again, the ,-features of T delete but the interpretable cfl-features of DP
cannot delete, resulting in a asymmetric checking relation.
Another crucial economy condition on movement is Minimality, fonnulated in Collins
(1997) as sho\vn below in (23).
(23) Minimality
a can raise to a target K only if there is no operation (satisfying Last Resort) Move
13 targeting K, where pis closer to K. (Collins 1997: 22)
(24) If Pc-commands Q, and't is the target of IDovement, then pis closer to 't than ex
unless pis in the same minimal domain as (i)t or (ii)a.
The definition of Minimality given above incorporates the notion of equidistance. Consider
the structure given in (25).
(25) 't a
, 1
Move ex targeting 't will not be blocked by the intervening constituent ~ either (a) if a and P
are in the same minimal domain of ahead or (b) if 't and Pare in the same minimal domain
of a head. Applied to the object raising in English, movement of object past the base
position of subject in the specifier of Tr into the outer specifier of Tr does not violate
Minimality, since the target (outer Spec Te) and the intervening position (inner Spec Tr) are
equidistant from the object by being in the same minimal domain of Tr. That is, both the
target of object raising and the base position of the subject are equidistant from the object
since they are multiple speicifers of the same head.
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1.3 Proposal
In this section I wiil provide a brief overview of the final result of this thesis. First, some
modifications to the Relativized Minimality and a new locality condition on derivation will
be presented, which will be discussed in detail on the basis of ECM constructions in
French and Italian. Next, I will consider a dual function of finite Tense in languages
without overt infinitival constructions. Motivations and evidence for this claim will be
found mostly in Korean ECM construction. Finally, a derivational notion of AlA I -
distinction depending on the availability of verb raising will follow.
1.3.1 Minimality and Locality Condition on Chain
In the sense of Relativized Minimality proposed in Rizzi (1990), minimality effects are
exclusively triggered by potential governors of the different kinds filling base-generated
positions: A-specifiers in A-chains, A'-speccifiers in A'-chains and heads in XO-chains
respectively. The guiding intuition of this approach is that different kinds of government
do not interfere with one another. Of our interest here is that intervening AI-specifiers
should never interfere with antecedent government in an A-chain under this approach.
However tllere are cases where A-movement out of CP is unacceptable, which can be seen
from the impossibility of regular ECM in French and Italian.
If the specifier of CP in those languages counts as an AI-position, A-movement should
skip the position; otherwise the resulting chain will be an illegitimate chain with an A-AI-A
configuration. This should not pose any problem under Relativized Minimlaity, since the
intervening specifier, which is the specifier of CP, is an AI-specifier and never has any
blocking power in an A-chain. On the other hand, if the specifier of CP in French and
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Italian is an A-position, A-movement out of CP can go through the specifier of CP if it is
not filled. In either case, NP-movement out of CP should not be problematic under
Relativized Minimality.
To cope with this problem, I propose in this thesis a Locality Constraint on Chains that
does not differentiate between A- and A'-specifiers and hence dispenses with Relativized
Minimality.
(26) Locality condition on Chains (=LCC)
A chain (ai, .... til is legitimate if every link of the chain is local
(27) (i) A link in an A-chain is local if there is no shorter link satisfying the unifonnity
condition on chain.
(ii) A link in an A'-chain is local if there is no shorte link satisfying Last Resort.
The notion of "locality" is defined in the context of the uniformity condition ,on chain
proposed in Chomsky (1995)and Last Resort proposed in Col11ns (1997).
(28) A chain is unifonn with regard to phrase structure status14 (Chomsky 1995)
(29) Last Resort
Move raises a to the checking domain of a head H with a feature F only if the
feature F of H enters into a checking relation with a feature F of a.
(Collins 1997: 19)
14. Chomsky (1995) mentions that the "phrase structure status" of an element is its (relational) property of
maximal. minimal, or neither.
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The intuition behind Lee is that A-chain is truly local in its nature in the snese that it needs
to go through every intervening specifier whether actual feature checking takes place or not.
In contrast, AI-chain only goes through the position that is required for feature checking.15
Consider the following configuration and see how Lee would work to ensure the locality
of A-chain.
a~1(30) 12
1 _
If a raises to ~ skipping an itervening specifier position 't1, it would be a violation of
Lee, since there is a smaller link satisfying the uniformity condition on chain, which is to
raise a to ti. In the context of A-movement out of CP, the specifier of CP counts as an
intervening specifier position, which will induce a violation of the Lee. The ECM
constructions in French and Italian that will be explored in subsequent chapters will give us
support for this analysis.
1.3.2 Verb Raising and Derivational AlA '-distinction
The notion of AlAI-distinction, which has been playing a crucial role in the theory of
grammar, is based on theta-marking or case checking. A potential theta-position or case-
position counts as an A-position, while a position where theta-marking or case checking
can never take place is considered an A'-position. For instance, the specifier of !NFL
counts as an A-position since it is a position where nominative case checking has been
assumed to take place although it is not a theta-position any more under the VP-intemal
IS. LCC casts doubt on the existence of successive cyclic wh-movement. It is not clear at this point if this
true.
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subject hypothesis. Under ttJe traditional definition of AlA'-distinction based on theta-
marking or case checking, the specifier of CP can never count as an A-position.
I propose in this thesis a new distinction of AlA'-position on th~ basis of the property of
the category that occupies the head of the specifier.16 In other words, a specifier of a head
that contains a lexical category (=N, V, A, P) or a trace of a lexical category counts as an
A-position, while specifiers of a functional head counts as an A'-position. Notice that
under this definition of AlA'-distinction, verb raising crucially hinges on the A-status of a
specifier of tile functional category that the vern raises and adjoinfj to. If verb raises to
Tense in LI, both the specifier of the verb and the specifier of T count as A-positions in
LI. If verb raises up to C in L2, the specifier of C becomes an A-position as well as the
specifier of T.
A supporting piece of evidence for this claim comes from the subject-verb inversion
construction found in literary Italian, which has been reported in Rizzi (1982).
(31) Suppongo [cp [non esser]i la situazione ti suscettible di ulteriori rrJgiotamenti]
"I suppose not-to-be the situation susceptible of further improvements."
Rizzi (1982) reports that verb-fronting "rescues" otherwise unacceptable ECM constructioT'
in Italial1. According to the distinction of AlA'-position that I propose, verb raisillg to C
will render the specifier of CP an A-position, which in tum provides an escape hatch for
the embedded subject to move through into a proper case checking position at LF without
violating the Lee proposed in section 1.3.1. Further discussion and consequenses of this
proposal will appear in chapter 5.
16. This notion has been originally put forth in Diesing (1990) on the basis of subject movement in
Yiddish.
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1.3.3 Dual Function of Finite T
A crosslinguistic study of A-movement in this thesis shows that a generalization can be
established that a language without overt infinitival structures allows A-movement out of a
finite clause. This is problematic since A-movement out of a finite clause would be a
violation of the Chain Condition since the resulting chain has two case positions; the
specifier of the embedded finite Tense and the target position where case checking of the
moved element rnkes place.
To resolve this situation, I propose that in languages that do not have overt infinitivals a
finite T serves a dual function of both finite and infinitival T in the sense that a finite T has a
strong nominative case feature that can be checked against D-feature of Dpt? regardless of
its case feature. This strong nominative case feature of T will attract the closest DP into its
specifier position in the overt syntax.
Suppose in a language with the above-mentioned property an embedded subject DP enters
into a checking relation with the embedded finite T. The nominative feature of the
embedded T deletes after the checking whether the DP has nominative or accusative case
feature, since case feature of T is assumed to be an uninterpretable feature. The D-feature of
the subject DP on the other hand should not delete since it is ar, interpretable feature needed
at LF for convergence. Crucially, the deletion of the case feature of DP dependes on the
property of the case feature. If it is nominative case feature, it deletes after the checking
since it is a "free rider."
17. In the following chapter that deals with the English ECM, I will argue that in languages that
distinguish between finite and infinitival structures an infinitival T has null case that can be checked against
D-feature of DP, whil~ a finite T has nominative case that enters into a checking relation with a DP with
nominative case.
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Although the raising of the embedded subject into the specifer of the embedded T is not
driven by the nominative case feature of DP, the resulting checking relation makes it
possible for the nominative case feature of DP checked by the nominative feature of the
embedded finite T. If the embedded subject is in the accusative case as in an ECM
environment, the case feature does not enter into a checking relation with the embedded T
which does not have the matching feature l8. Hence further movement of the· embedded
accusative subject driven by the undeleted case feature is inevitable. We will see the effect
of this assumption on the ECM constructions in Korean in chapter 6.
1.4 Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the issues that will be
dealt with in the theeis: A-movement out of CP and A-movement out of finite clauses,
which are problematic cases of movement in the minimalist theolJ~. Since both types of
movement are found in ECM constructions in Korean, I will provide a detailed discussion
of ECM in Korean to validate the aforementioned issues by establishing that ECM in
Korean involves A-movement in the overt syntax. Some arguments for the status of
ECMed DP in Kor~an as a matrix object in the overt syntax will be presented first,
followed by the evidence that an ECMed DP functions as an embedded subject at D-
structure. I will also consider and reject the base-generation analysis of ECM in Korean.
An appendix appear at the end of chapter 2, which is on the basic clause structure of
Korean and assumed throughout chapter 2 without much arguement or discussion.
18. Chomsky (1995) claims that features cannot be checked under feature mismatch even if they are in a
configuration for feature checking. Whether features that do not match can enter into a checking relation but
cannot be checked or they do not even allowed to enter into a checking relation is not clear at this point. Of
relevance here is the claim that in either case mismatched features'cannot be checked.
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Chapter 3 deals with NP-movement across TP including ECM constructions in English and
raising construction in English and French. One of the primary task of this chapter is to
provide an analysis of ECM in English, which is consistent with the definition of
asymmetric feature checking in the context of distinction between interpretable and
uninterpretable features. This in tum leads us to reformulate checking of the EPP feature of
T and the property of the null case that is assumed to be present in an infinitival T.
Chapter 4 explores French and It~ian ECM constructions, which seem to indicate that NP-
movement is not permissible out of CP. To explain what makes A-movement across a CP
boundary unacceptable, the definition of Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990) and Minimal
Link Condition (1995) will be firtst reviewed and a new condition on chain formation,
which I will call Locality Condition on Chains (=LCC), will be presented. It will be
shown that this revision has the consequence of resolving the difference between English
and FrenchlItalian ECM; the complementary distribution between a lexical DP and an NP-
trace on one hand and a wh-trace on the other, which is found in French and Italian ECM
constructions, but does not exist in English ECM. We will also speculate on the existence
of successive-cyclic wh-movement in the context of LCe.
Chapter 5 reconsiders the traditional distinction of AlAI-position and argues for a
reformulation of the notion based on the Korean data presented in chapter 2 that A-
movement seems to be possible across a CP boundary in ECM constructions in Korean
unlike French and Italian examples discussed in chapter 4. Some empirical support for the
claim will be given by showing how the new formulation of AlAI-distinction that is
detennined by derivation in the overt syntax rather than by representation would work for
the case checking of wh-trace and its interaction with A-movement in various languages.
Following is an appendix on the verb raising in Korean, which bears on the derivational
NA'-distinction for the specifier of C.
3 1
Chapter 6 deals with the other task of the thesis; an account for an apparent instance of A-
movement out of a finite clause, which should be considered to be illegitimate due to a
violation of the Chain Condition but is acceptable in ECM constructions in Korean. I will
claim that a finite T in languages like Korean serves a dual function by allowing nominative
case on T to enter into a checking relation with any undeleted case feature of a DP.
Following the claim, some supporting piece of evidence is provided from ECM
constructions in Moroccan Arabic and Fijian with the generalization that a language without
an overt infinitival construction allows A-movement out of a finite clause. Finally,
summary and concluding remarks appear in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Two TYPES OF ILLICIT A-CHAINS:
ECM IN KOREAN
2.1 Issues: A-movement out of CP/Finite Clause
ECM ccostructions in Korean provides us with two kinds of puzzles with regard to the
nature of A-chain, as we had already noticed in chapter I. Consider the following ECM
construction from Korean.
(1) lohn-un
John-Top
[Mary-lui
Mary-Ace
erisek-ess-ta-ko] mitnunta
be stupid-past-decl-comp believe
"lohn believes Mary to have been stupid."
The structure in (1) is considered to involve ECM. since accusative case marking l appears
on the embedded subject Mary. As we can see from the presence of an overt
complementizer -leo in (1), ECM predicates in Korean seem to take a CP as its complement
like French and Italian ECM verbs. If an ECM predicate in Korean selects CP as its
complement, the first problem we have to cope with arises; what makes it possible in
Korean to have a lexical subject in the complement CP of an ECM verb, which is not
1. The accusative case marker in Korean has two a1lomorphs -ul and -lui. When the host noun ends in a
consonant, -ul is used, while -lui is.8ttached to a host noun ending in a vowel.
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acceptable in French and Italian? As noted earlier, a lexical subject is not allowed in the
infinitival CP selected by ECM predicates in French and Italian. Notice that this problem
has doubled our task regarding the exsitence A-movement out of CP: we have to first
account for the ufiacceptability of A-movement out of CP in the current framework to
provide an anlysis of French and Italian ECM; then we will be still left with a puzzle why
Korean allows the supposedly illicit A-movement out of CP.
The second problem arises from the presence of the past tense marker -(e)ss in the
embedded clause in (1). If ECM in Korean involves raising of the embedded accusative
subject for case reasons, we have to conclude that A-movement is possible out of a finite
clause, which has been assumed to be illegitimate due to a violation of the Chain Condition.
The Chain Condition requires that an A-chain has one and only one case position, which
would be violated if an NP is extracted out of a finite clause that has T with a nominative
case assigning feature. Translated into the current feature-checking theory, ECM in Korean
should result in a crash due to an unchecked case feature of the embedded finite T; even if
the embedded accusative subject enters into a checking relation with the embedded finite T
for EPP reasons, the nominative case feature of the embedded T cannot be checked off
against the accusative case feature of the embedded subject due to feature mismatch.
To validate the issues that ECM in Korean raises aforementioned questions on the
formation of A-chains;(i) A-movement across CP and (ii) A-movement out of a finite
clause, I will show in this chapter that ECM in Korean does involve overt raising of the
embedded accusative subject into the specifier of the matrix Tr for case reasons. For
discussion of ECM in Korean, I will first present some relevant Korean ECM data that
show interesting properties that cannot be found in the corresponding structures in other
languages such as English, French and Italian, which will be dealt with in the later part of
this thesis. In the following sections some supporting pieces of evidence for the raising
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analysis of ECM in Korean will be presented; the ECMed DP functions as an embedded
subject at D-structure and as a matrix object at S-structure. I will also consider and reject
the base-generation analysis of ECM in Korean. Finally an appendix appears, which is a
diversion into the basic clause structure of Korean with regard to the overt object shift,
overt verb raising and double object construction. Most of the claims that appear in the
appendix will be assumed without argument throughout this chapter for discussion of ECM
in Korean.
2.2 Some Properties of ECM in Korean
2.2.1 EeM Verbs Select CP
As we can see from the following unacceptable example given in (2), ECM verbs in
English select TP as its complement and hence no overt complementizer is allowed in the
embedded clause in ECM constructions in English.
(2) John believes [(*tbat) Mary to be stupid]
The complement clause in the ECM constructions in Korean however must contain an overt
complementizer ··kollthat," suggesting that the ECM verbs in Korean take a CP as its
complement.
(3) John-un
John·~Top
[Mary-luI
Mary-Ace
erisek-ta-*(kG)] mitnunta
be stupid-decl-comp believe
"lohn believes Mary to be stupid. II
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Notice that the status of -ko as a complementizer can be seen from its complementary
distribution with a question marker, which is known as an element occupying C. We can
also claim that -leo is not a nominalizer, since it cannot be followed by a case marker, which
can appear after a nominalized element.
(4) a. John-un
John-Top
[Mary-ka
Mary-Nom
wass-nal*ko]
came-Qlthat
mwulessta
asked
"John asked if Mary came. II
b. John-un
John-Top
[Mary-lea
Mary-Nom
o-ki/*ko]-Iul wenhayssta
come-nmlIthat-Acc hoped
"lohn hoped that Mary would come."
2.2.2 ECM out of a Finite Clause
Moreover, the accusative case marking on the embedded subject in an ECM construction in
Korean can occur in a finite clause that contains an overt tense marking such as the past
tense marker -(e)ss.
(5) John-un
John-Top
[Mary-lui
Mary-Ace
erisek-ess-ta-ko ] mitnunta
be stupid-past-decl-comp believe
"John believes Mary to have been stupid."
The acceptability of (5) indicates that Korean allows A-movement out of a finite clause
despite an appraent violation of the Chain Condition, since tlle finite T in the embedded
clause should check its nominative case against the ECMed embedded subject. We will
return to this problem in chapter 6.
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2.2.3 Optional;ty of EeM
It has been claimed in the literature (Choe 1991; Yoon 1993) that ECM of the lower subject
in Korean is optional in the sense that the accusative case marking on the ECMed DP
alternates with the nominative case marking.
(6) a. John believes her/*she to be smart
b. John-un
John-Top
Mary-Iullka
Mary-AcclNom
ttokttokha-ta-ko
be smart-decl-comp
mitnunta
believe
"John believes Mary to be smart."
Contra this traditional assumption, I will show in section 2.3 that the accusative case
marked NP and the nominative case marked DP in (6b) are in different positions in t.he
overt syntax; the ECMed DP is in the matrix sentence at S-structure, while the nominative
embedded subject stays in the overt syntax. It will be claimed that the accusative case
marking appears if and only if the embedded subject is raised into the matrix clause and that
ECM in Korean is thus obligatory as in English.
(7) a. John-un
John-Top
[Mary-kal*luI
Mary-Nom
ttokttokha-ta-ko]
be smart-decl-comp
mitnunta
believe
"John believes that Mary is smart. 1I
b. John-un
John-Top
Mary-luV*ka
Mary-Ace
[ Ii ttokttokha-ta-ko]
be smart-decl-comp
mitnunta
believe
IIJohn believes Mary to be smart. 1I
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2.2.4 ECM of Non-Subjects
As Yoon (1993) claimed, it seems that the ECMed DP in Korean need not be the subject of
the embedded clause, whereas only subjects can be ECMed in English. It can be any
constituent including embedded non-accusative objects, topics or adverbial elements,
provided that it is the leftmost element in the embedded clause. The following sentences
are slightly modified from the examples given in Y000 (1993) and Choe (1991).
(7) ECM of embedded DoD-accusative object
a. John-i ton-U*ul
John-Nom money-Nom/Ace
"John has much money."
manhta
be much
b. *na-nun
I-Top
John-i
John-Nom
ton-ul
money-Ace
manhta-ko
be much-comp
mitnunta
believe
"I believe John to have much money."
c. na-nUD
I-Top
[ton-ulli
money-Ace
John-i
John-Nom
ti manhta-ko miblunta
be mllch-eomp believe
III believe John to have much money.1I
(8) ECM of embedded topic
a. ecey-nunl*lul
yesterday-ToplAce
nalssi-ka
weather-Nom
chwuessta
was cold
IIAs for yesterday, the weather was cold. II
b. *na-nUD
I-Top
ecey-ka
yesterday-Nom
nalssi-Iul
\veather-Acc
chwuessta-ko
was cold-eomp
mitnunta
believe
III believe yesterday to be cold. II
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c. na-nUD [naJssi-lullj ecey-ka Ii
I-Top weather-Ace yesterday-Nom
"I believe yesterday to be cold...
chwuessta-ko
was cold-comp
mimunta
believe
(9) ECM of adverbial elements
a. LA-ey'*lul hankwuk salam-i
LA-inIAcc Korean people-Nom
"Many Korean people live in LA."
manhi
many
santa
live
b. na-Dun LA-lui
I-Top LA-Ace
hankwuk salam-i manhi
Korean people-Nom many
santa-ko
live-comp
miblunta
believe
"I believe LA to have the larget Korean population."
The accusative case marking on the embedded object ton'money' in (7c) must be from the
matrix ECM predicate, sinc-e the embedded predicate manh'be much' is an unaccusative
I
verb and cannot license an,'accusative argument as can be seen from (7a). When the
embedded object does not oQ;~py the lefbnost position in the embedded clause as in (7b), it
cannot bear the accusative case marker. This might imply that the ECMed DP should occur
in a position that is at least higher than the specifier position of Tense Phrase, if we assume
that the subject is raised intO the specifer of Tense at S-structure. The same seems to be true
for ECM of the embedded topic in (8) and of the embedded locative adverbial in (9). The
accusative case marking on the sentence-initial element in a clause, which is not possible in
a root clause, becomes legitimate when it is embedded into a clause with an ECM predicate.
As Choe (1991) points out, there seems to be another restriction for the DP that can be
ECMed. In all the examples given above, the ECMed non-subject DP can become some
sort of "derivedll subject in the sense that it can occupy the sentence-initial position with the
nominative marker attached toil.
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(10) a. ton-i
money-Nom
John-i manhta
John-Nom be much
"John has much money."
b. ecey-nUDlka nalssi-ka
yesterday-TopINom weather-Nom
chwuessta
was cold
liAs for yesterday, the weather was cold."
c. LA-eylka
LA-inINom
hankwuk salam-i
Korean people-Nom
manhi
many
santa
live
"As for LA, Many Korean lives (there)."
It will be shown in section 2.3 that the sentences given above are actually the D-structure
representation of the embedded clause of the ECM constructions given in (7) - (9). I will
furthe argue that ECM in Korean as well as in English and FrenchlItalian is A-movement
that is subject to mlnimality. That is, ECM can take place only to an element in an A-
position and cannot apply across an intervening A-position.
2.2.5 No Multiple ECM
Even though Korean allows multiple subject constructions, it is not possible to create a
mutiple ECM construction from an embedded multiple subjet construction.
(11) a. John-i apeci-ka
John-Nom fathel-Nom
"John's father is rich. II
pwucaita
is rich
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b. na-nun John-D)
I-Top John-Ace
apeci-ka/*luI
father-Nom!Ace
pwucaila-ko
is rich-comp
mitnunta
believe
"I believe John's father to be rich."
c. *na-nun (apeci-luIlj
I-Top father-Ace
John-i/ol Ii
John-Nom!Ace
pwucaila-ko
is rich-comp
mitnunta
believe
III beli~ve John's father to be rich."
When a multiple subject construction is embedded under an ECM predicate, only the first
nominative DP can be ECMed, as we can see in (lIe). The second nominative DP
apeci"father" in (11 a), which is the true subject of the embedded predicate in (11 b-c) in the
sense that it is assigned a theta-role from the embedded predicate, cannot be ECMed even
though it occupies the leftmost postion in the embedded clause at D-structure as shown in
(llc).
The impossibility of multiple ECM seems to suggest that there is only one slot available in
the matrix clause that can host the ECMed DP that is raised out of the embedded clause.
We can also say that ECM iII Korean is subject to some kind of locality condition on
movement that prevents the second DP in the embedded clause from moving and raising
across the first DP in the same clause.
2.2.6 EeMand Specificity
When an indefinite Df occurs as an embedded subject in an ECM environment, it
disambiguates the sentenc'e alJo1Ning only the specific reading.
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(12) a. na-nun
I-Top
etten salam-i
someone-Nom
pwucala-ko
be rich-comp
mitnunta
believe
III believe that there must be someone who is rich. II (existential) or
III believe that someone that I know of is rich. 1I (specific)
b. na-nun
I-Top
etten salam-ul
someone-A~
pwucala-ko
be rich -comp
miblunta
believe
"I believe that sonleOlle that I know of is rich. .. (specific)
If the indefinite DP in the embedded subject position bears the nominative case marker as in
(12a), the sentence is ambiguous between the existential and the specific reading. For
instance, tile sentence (12a) can be used in a situation when the speaker found a very
expensive fur coat left in a room where lots of peop~e had been hanging out. The speaker
can infer from the situation that the person who left the coat must be rich, although he does
not know who that person is. It can be also used in a situation when there is a name tag on
the coat and the speaker knows to whom belongs the coat. Interestinglyt the ECMed
indefinite NP can only have the specific reading; (12b) can describe only the second
situation where the speaker knows who that "someone ll is.
If the indefinite DP has to move into a position higher than its D-structure position to get a
specific reading and lowering is impossible at LF, the unavailability of existential reading
for the ECMed indefinite DP might follow from the assumption that it raises into a matrix
clause in the overt syntax and cannot be reconstructed and lowered at LF to get the
existential reading.
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2.2.7 EeM of Idiom Cl.unks
When an idiom chunk undergoes movement in Korean, the idiomatic meaning is no longer
available in many cases.
(13) a. John-i son-i kuta
John-Nom hand-Nom is big
"John has big hands." (literal) or
"John is very generous." (idiomatic)
b. [son-ili John-i ti kuta
hand-Nom John-Nom is big
IIJohn has big hands. II (literal only)
(14) a. John-un
John-Top
[i-lui
flea-Ace
captusi]
catch-to
ku cip-ul
that house-Ace
twuycyessta
searched
"lohn searched the house very throughly."
b. #John-un [i-ka caphitusi] leu cip-ul
John-Top flea-Nom be caught-to that house-Ace
"John searched the house very throughly.u
twuycyessta
searched
When an idiom chunk is scrambled, perhaps by A'-movement, to a sentence-initial position
in (13b), the idiomatic meaning is lost and only the literal reading is available. The
awkwardness of (14b) shows that the idiomatic reading becomes also impossible when an
idiom chunk undergoes A-movement such as passivization.
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(15) a. na-nUD [cakun
I-Top small
kochwu-ka
pepper-Nom
maypta-ko]
is hot-eomp
mitnunta
believe
"I believe that small peppers are hot." (literal) or
"I believe that small people are stronger." (idiomatic)
b. na-nun [cakun
I-Top small
kochwu-Iul
pepper-Ace
maypta-ko]
is hot-eomp
miblunta
believe
"I believe that small peppers are hot. II (literal only)
When an idiom chunl~ OP is ECMed as in (ISb), the idiomatic reading becomes
unavailable, suggesting that the ECMed idiom chunk must have undergone some sort of
movement, given that idiom chunks in general are not subject to movement in Korean as
we have seen in (13) - (14).
2.3 ECM as Movement
I will show in this section that ECM in Korean irlvolves overt raising of the embedded
subject into the specifier of the matrix Tr via the specifier of the embedded T by showing
that the ECMed subject in (16b) is a constituent of the matrix clause in the overt syntax,
while the nominative subject in (16a) stays in-situ as a constituent of the embedded clause.
(16) a. John-un [Mary-ka ttokttokhata-kol
John-Top Mary-Nom be smart-comp
"John believes that Mary is smart."
mitnunta
believe
b. John-un [Mary-Iulli [ Ii
John-Top Mary-Ace
uJohn believes Mary to be smart."
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ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-comp
mitnunta
believe
2.3.1 EeM as Overt 'Movement
2.3.1.1 Reflexivization
In Korean, reflexivization is obligatory between the subject and tile object in the same
clause, but is optional between the subject of the matrix clause and the subject of the
embedded clause2• Thus we get the anaphor caki'self in the object position when it refers
to the subject in the same clause as in (17a) below, bi \t a pronoun ku'her can appear as well
as the anaphor caki 'self when it occupies the embedded subject position and refers to the
matrix subject as in (17a-b).
(17) a. Johoj-un
John-Top
cakii-Iul
self-Ace
pinanhayssta
criticized
'John criticized himself.-
b. *Johnj-un
John-Top
kUj-lul
him-Ace
pinanhayssta
criticized
'Johni criticized himj.'
(18) a. Johni-un
John-Top
[cakij-ka
self-Nom
pinanpatnunta-ko]
was-eriticized-eomp
pwulphyenghayssta
complained
'Johni complained that hei was criticized.'
b. Johnj-un
John-Top
[kuj-ka
he-Nom
pinanpatnunta-ko]
was-eriticized-comp
pwulphyenghayssta
complained
'Johnj complained that hei was criticized.'
2. The test for clausemates on the basis of the facts from reflexivization and adverb placement adopted in
this section and the following section is originally put forth in Kuno (1973).
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When the subject of a matrix ECM verb and its embedded subject are coreferential, tte
pronoun ku 'he' can be used when the embedded subject is in the nominative case, but it is
obligatory to use the anaphor caki'self when the embedded subject is in the accusative
case.
(19) a. Johnj-un
John-Top
[cakij-ka
self-Nom
ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-comp
mitnunta
believe
'Johoi believes that selfi is smart.'
b. Johnj-un
John-Top
[kuj-ka
he-Nom
ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-eomp
miUlunta
believe
'Johnj believes that hej is smart.'
(20) a. Johnj-un [cakij-Iul ttokttokhata-ko]
John-Top self-Ace be smart-eomp
'Johni believes himselfj to be smart.'
miblunta
believe
b. *Johnj-un
John-Top
[kUj-lul
he-Ace
ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-eomp
mitnunta
believe
'Johni believes hej to be smart.'
Again, the contrast between (19b) and (20b) can be naturally explained if we assume that
caki/ku-ka in (19) is a consitituent of the embedded clause in the overt syntax while
caki/ku-lul is a consitituent of the matrix clause. The S-stmcture representaions for (19b)
and (20b) are thus like the following:
(21) a. Johnj-un
John-Top
[kui-ka
he-Nom
ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-comp
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mitnunta
believe (=19b)
b. *Johnj-un
John-Top
kUj-lul
he-Ace
[tj ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-comp
mitnunta
believe (=20b)
2.3.1.2 Adverb Placement
Adverbs in Korean can be in general placed anywhere in the sentece except the sentence-
final position, which is strictly reserved for the verb.
(22) a. erisekkeyto John-un kuykes-ul mollassta
stupidly John-Top it-Ace knew-not
"Stupidly, John did not know it."
b. John-un erisekkeyto kuykes-ul mollassta
John-Top stupidly it-Ace knew-not
c. John-un kuykes-ul erisekkeyto mollassta
John-Top it-Ace stupidly knew-not
However, a matrix adverb cannot be placed inside an embedded clause and still modify the
matrix clause. The following is ungrammatical in the intended reading.
(23) *John-un [Bill-i erisekkeyto
John-Top Bill-Nom stupidly
chencay-Ia-nun
genius-he-Rei
kes".ul]
fact-Ace
mollassta
knew-not
"Stupidly, John did not know that Bill was a genius. 1I
Let us examine how the matrix adverb behaves when the predicate of the matrix clause is an
ECM verb and the embedded subject is marked with nominative.
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(24) a. erisekkeyto John-un [Bill-i chencayla-ko] mitessta
stupidly John-Top Bill-Nom genius-he-camp believed
"Stupidly, John believed that Bill was a genius. 1t
b. John-un erisekkeyto [Bill-i chencayla-ko] mitessta
John..Top stupidly Bill-Nom genius-be-comp believed
c. John-un [Bill-i chencay-Ia-ko] erisekkeyto mitessta
John-Top Bill-Nom genius-he-Camp stupidly believed
d. *John-un [Bill-i erisekkeyto chencayla-ko] mitessta
John-Top Bill-Nom stupidly genius-he-comp believed
The ungrammaticality of (24d) shows that the nominative ECM subject is placed inside the
embedded clause. Contrast the preceding with the following sentences that have excatly the
s&me structure except that the embedded subject is now marked with accusative.
(25) a. erisekkeyto John-un [Bill-ul chencayla-ko] mitessta
stupidly John-Top Bill-Ace genius-he-comp believed
"Stupidly, John believed that Bill was a genius."
b. John-un erisekkeyto [Bill-D) chencayla-ko] mitessta
John-Top stupidly Bill-Ace genius-he-comp believed
c. John-un [Bill-oJ chencayla-ko] erisekkeyto mitessta
John-Top Bill-Ace genius-be-comp stupidly believed
d. John-un [Bill-oJ erisekkeyto chencayla-ko] mitessta
John-Top Bill-Ace stupidly genius-he-camp believed
The grammaticality of (25d) shows that the embedded accusative ECM subject is in the
matrix clause in the overt syntax. The S-structure representation of (25d) would be like
(26b) given below, while the ungrammatical example (24d) has (26a) as its S-structure
representation.
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(26) a. *John-un [Bill-i erisekkeyto chencayla-ko] mitessta
John-Top Bill-Nom stupidly genius-he-camp believed
"Stupidly, John believed that Bill was a genius."
b. John-un Billi-uI erisekkeyto [ti chencayla-ko] mitessta
John-Top Bill-Ace stupidly genius-he-comp believed
The following pairs all exhibit the same pattern; a matrix adverb can follow the ECMed DP
subject but not the nominative embedded subject.
(27) a. *John-un [Bill-i erisekkeyto peminila-ko] tancengciessta
John-Top Bill-Nom stupidly culprit-be-eomp determined
"Stupidly, John determined that Bill was the culprit."
b. John-un Billi-u1 erisekkeyto [tj peminila-ko] tancengciessta
John-Top Bill-Ace stupidly culprit-be-comp determined
(28) a. *John-un [Bill-i kllkey peminila-ko] malhayssta
John-Top Bill-Nom loudly culprit-be-comp said
"John said loudly that Bill was the culprit. II
b. John-un Billi-uI kukey [Ii peminila-ko] malhayss-ta
John-Top Bill-Ace loudly culprit-be-eomp said
When an adverb can be interpreted as modifying eitller the Inatrix or the embedded clause,
ambiguity arises when the embedded subject is ECMed but the same sentence is
unambiguous when the embedded subject is in the nominative.
(29) a. John-un [Bill-i cuksi
John...Top Bill-Nom immediately
natanassta-ko]
showed-up-comp
pokohayssta
reported
(i) *"John immediately reported that Bill showed up:'
(ii) IIJohn reported that Bill immediately showed up. II
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b. John-un Billj-uI
John-Top Bill-Ace
cuksi [tj
immediately
natanassta-ko]
showed-up-comp
tpokohayss-ta
reported
(i) "lohn immediately reported that Bill showed up. It
(ii) "John reported that Bill immediately showed up."
2.3.1.3 Negation and Focus
When a universal quantifer and negation appear in the same clause at S-structure in
Korean3, the universal quantifier always takes scope over the negation. One Call get the
narrow scope reading of the universal quantifier with regard to the negation only when the
so-called delimiter -nun is added to the main verb. This reading is often referred to as
"partial" negation in the traditional grammar in the sense that only a part of a clause is in
the scope of negation.
(30) 8. John-i motuo salam-ul
John-Nom everyone-Ace
"John loves no one."
salanghaci
love
anhnunta
NEG
b. John-i motun salam-ul
John-Nom everyone-Ace
salanghaci-nun anhnunta
love-del NEG
(i) lilt is not John that loves everyone. II
(ii) lilt is not everyone that John loves."
3. I assume that negation is raised to Tense in the overt syntax in Korean due to overt verb raising, which
will result in the mutual c-command between the subject in the specifer position of Tense and the negation
in Tense head in the overt syntax. Some arguments for the overt verb raising in Korean will be presented
in the appendix at the end of this chapter.
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When the delimiter -nun is added to a transitive verb, the sentence becomes ambiguous;
either the subject or the object can be in the scope of negation as we can see from the two
possible readings in (30b). However, it is required that the delimiter -nun and its argument
that is in the' scope of 11egation be in the same clause in the overt syntax.
(31) a. na-nun [John-i motun saiam-uJ salanghaci-nun
I-Top John-Nom everyone-Ace love-del
sayngkakhanta
think
(i) "I think that it is not John that loves everyone."
(ii) "I think that it is not everyone that John loves."
anhnunta-ko]
NEG-comp
b. [motun salam-ullj na-nun
everyone-Ace I-Top
[ John-i Ii
John-Nom
salanghaci-nun
love-del
anhnunta-ko ]
NEG-comp
sayngkakhanta
think
"I think that it is not John that loves everyone. II
Due to the above-mentioned clausemate condition on the delimit\.. _and its argument under
the scope of negation, when all object of the elnbedded ditransitive verb is scrambled out of
the embedded clause to the sentence-initial position across the clause boundary, the
sentence becomes unambiguous. Only the embedded subject that is the clausemate to the
delimiter in the overt syntax can be under the scope of negation.
Interestingly, when a partial negation clause is embedded under an ECM predicate, the
embedded subject NP should be in the nominative case marking if there is no cmbeddded
object.
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(32) a. na-nun Tom-eykey
I-Top Tom-Oat
malhayssta
said
[motuo salam-il*uI
everyone-NnrnlAce
chakhaci-nUD
is good-del
anhta-ko]
NEG-eomp
III told Tom that it was not the case that everyone \\I·as good. It
b. *na-nun [OlOtun saJam-ilullj Tom-eyeky
I-Top everyone-Nom/Ace Tom-dat
[Ii chakhaci-nun
is good-del
anhta-ko]
NEG-comp
malhayssta
said
III told Tom that it was not the case that everyone was good."
It is not surprising that (32a) with an ECMed embedded subject is ungrammatical if we
assumes that the embedded accusative subject stays in-situ in the embedded clause and thus
cannot be licensed its accusative case feature.
What is of interest here is that the sentence does not improve with raising of the ECMed
DP to the left of the matrix dative as in (32b). No ECM construction is possible out of the
partial negation clause without an object. If the ECMed subject DP stays downstairs in-situ
as in (32a), the sentence is ruled out due to the failure of proper checking of case features;
and if it is raised into the matrix clause, there would be no argument left in the scope of
negation in the overt syntax, resulting in vacuous negation.
If the embedded verb is transitive, there arises ambiguity if the embedded subject is marked
with the nominative case marker; while the sentence is unambiguous if the embedded
subject is ECMed.
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(33) a. na-Dun
I-Top
[John-i motoD salam-ul
John-Nom everyone-Nom
salanghaci-nun
love-de.l
anhnunta-ko ]
NEG-eomp
malhayssta
said
(i) III told Tom that it was not John that loved everyone."
(ii) II' told Tom that it was not everyone that John loved. II
b. na-nUD [John-ul]i [Ii
I-Top John-Ace
motun slam-ul
everyone-Ace
salanghaci-nun
love-del
anhnunta-ko] malhayssta
NEG-comp said
"I told Tom that it was not everyone that John loved. II
There are two readings available for (33a); either the embedded subject or the embedded
object can be in the scope of negation since both of them are in the same clause with the
delimiter in the overt syntax. On the other hand, the unambiguity of (33b) with the ECMe,d
embedded subject can follow from the assun.1ption that the ECMed DP is in the matrix
clause in the overt syntax; there is only one argument that is clausemate to the delimiter
-nun in the overt syntax, the embedded object. Hence, no ambiguity arises in the ECM
construction in (33b).
2.3.1.4 Matrix Dative
When there is a dative argument in the matrix clause of an ECM predicate, the accusative
case marking on the ECMed NP does not freely alternate with the nominative case marker.
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(34) a. John-un Tom-eykey
John-Top Tom-Dal
[Mary-kal?lul
Mary-Nom/Ace
ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-comp
malhayssta
said
IIJohn told Tom that Mary was smart."
b. John-un [Mary-*kallulli Tom-eykey [Ii
John-Top Mary-Nom/Ace Tom-Oat
IIJohn told Tom that Mary was smart."
ttokttokhata-ko] rnalhayssta
be smart said
When the matrix dative DP precedes the embedded subject of an ECM predicate as in (34a),
the embedded subject can bear either the n·ominative or the accusative case marking. In
contrast, the embedded subject must be in the accusative case if it occurs left to the matrix
dative as in (34b).
The contrast in the possibility of alternative case markings on the embedtied subject
depending on its position with regard to the matrix dative argument suggests that the
ECMed OP must be in the matrix clause in the overt syntax. The ungrammaticality of the
nominative embedded subject preceding the matrix dative in (34b) crucially suggests that
the ECMed DP is in a case-position in the overt syntax that checks only the accusative case
feature just like the case-position for the direct object
In contrast, it is not clear whether the embedded subject Mary is in the embedded clause or
in the matrix clause if it is preceded by the matrix dative argument as in (34a). The case
alternation on the embedded subject in (34a) thus can be accounted for if we assume that
the ECMed DP after the matrix dative is in the mabix clause and its accusative case feature
can be licensed by the matrix ECM predicate; while the nominative embedded subject is in
the embedded clause and its case feature is licensed by the embedded intransitive predicate.
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2.3.1.5 ECM out of Passive Sentence
Another piece of evidence ftJf the matrix object status of an ECMed DP shows up when a
passive sentence is embedded in an ECM environment.
(35) a. John-i Mary-lui
John-Nom Mmy-Acc
"John killed Mary."
salhayhay-ss-ta
kiU-past-decl
b. Mary-kal*luI (John-ey uyhay)
Mary-Nom (John-by)
"Mary was killed (by John)."
salhay-toy-ess-ta
kill-passive-past-decI
(36) a. na-nun [Mary-ka (John-ey uyhay) salhaytoyessta-ko] mitnunta
I-Top Mary-Nom (John-by) was 1 ~ .·~,ed-eomp believe
"I beiieve that Mary was killed (by John). II
b. na-nun [Mary-Iullj [tj (John-ey uyhay) saJhaytoeyessta-ko] mitnunre
I-Top Mary-Ace (John-by) was killed-comp believe
"I believe Mary to have been killed (by John)."
The accusative case marking on the embedded passivized subject Mary in (36b) indicates
that it occupies the matrix object position in the overt syntax; otherwise the accusative case
feature cannot be licensed since the embedded predicate is passivized and cannot license
any accusative case.
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2.3.2 ECM as A-movement
There is at least a piece of evidence suggesting that ECM movement in Korean is an
instance of A-movement if we follow the assumption that movement from an A- to an Al-
and then to an A-position counts as illicit. An ECMed I?P can undergo further A-movem.ent
such as passivization (Choe 1991; Yoon 1993).
(37) a. John-un [Mary-Iulli [Ii
John-Top Mary-Ace
"John believes Mary to be smart. 1I
ttokttokhata-ko]
be smart-comp
mit-nun-ta
believe-pres-decl
b. [Mary-kalj Ii [Ii
Mary-Nom
ttokttokhata-ko ] (John-ey uyhay) mit-eci-n-ta
be smart-comp John-by believe-pass-pres-decl
IIMary is believed to be smart (by John)."
If ECM counts as AI-movement in Korean, passivization of an ECMed DP (=37b) should
be ruled out as illicit movement. One may argue that (37b) is not derived by applying
passivization to the ECMed DP but the whole embedded clause itself is passivized as
below.
(38) a. It is believed [ that Mary is smart ]
b. [Mary-ka
Mary-Nom
ttok.'ttokhata-ko ]
be smart-comp
mit-eci-n-ta
believe-pass-pres-decl
IIThat ¥ary is smart is believed. II
However, there is some evidence indicating that the p3Ssive sentence in (37b) is derived by
applying passivization to the ECMed DP. First, the by-phrase can oceur to the right of the
subject of a passivized ECM predicate.
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(39) [Mary-kalj
Mary-Nom
John-ey uyhay
John-by
[Ii ttokttokhata-ko ] mit-eci-n-ta
be smart-comp believe-pass-pres-decl
"Mary is believed to be smart by John."
Given that a matrix adverb cannot be placed inside the embedded clause (§2.3.1.2), the
subject and the embedded predicate in (39). with the by-phrase intervening between them,
cannot belong to the same clause. The subject must have been moved out of the embedded
clause and raised into the matrix clause to precede the matrix prepositional phrase. This
suggests that at least in (39) passivization is applied to the ECMed DP in the matrix object
position, not to the embedded clause as a whole.
Another piece of evidence for the passivization applying to an ECMed DP can be found
when the matrix predicate is one of the so-called non-bridge verbs.
(40) a. John-un [Mary-ka ttoktt.okhata-ko]
John-Top Mary-Nom be smart-eomp
"John shouted that Mary was smart."
solichy-ess-ta
shout-past-dec)
b. *John-un [Mary-Iulli [ Ii
John-Top Mary-Ace
"John shouted Mary fO be smart. 1I
ttokttokhata-ko ]
be smart-comp
solichy-ess-ta
shout-past-decl
c. *[Mary-kalj (John-ey uyhay) [Ii ttokttokhata..ko] solichy-ecy-ess-ta
Mary-Nom John-by be smart-comp shout-pass-past-decl
"Mary was shouted to be smart (by John)."
As the contrast between (40a) and (40b) shows, non-bridge verbs in Korean do not allow
ECM constructions. Interestingly, no passivization is allowed when the matrix predicate is
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one of these non-bridge verbs (=4Oc). This again indicates that passivization should apply
to an argument in the matrix object position.
Summing up, the possibility of creating a passive selltence from an ECM construction
suggests that (a) ECM in Korean is A-movement; and that (b) the ECMed DP is in the
matrix object position in the overt syntax.
2.4. Against ECM as Base-generation
I have shown in the previous section that the accusative DP in an ECM environment is a
constituent of the matrix clause at S-structure based on the facts from reflexivization
(§2.3.1.1), adverb placement (§2.3.1.2), negation and focus (§2.3.1.3). More
specifically, I have argued that the ECMed NP occupies the direct object position of the
matrix clause considering the interaction between the ECMed NP and the matrix dative
(~~.3.1.4) and the possibility of ECM out of passive clause (§2.3.1.5).
However, it is still not clear whether the ECMed DP appears in the matrix object position at
S-structure as a result of movement or it is base-generated as a matrix object and linked to
the embedded subject position via subject-ta-object controI.4 In this section, I will present
several pieces of evidence that the ECMed DP is in the embedded subject position at D-
structure and cannot be base-generated in the matrix object position.
Paired with the claim made in the previous section that the ECMed DP is a constituent of
the matrix clause in the overt syntax, it will lead us to conclude that ECM in Korean
4. Thanks to David Pesetsky for suggesting this possibility of base-generating an ECMed NP in the matrix
object position.
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involves movement from the eOlbedded subject position to It'1e matrix object position across
the CP boundary.
2.4.1 EeM and Scope Ambiguity
Korean exhibits so-called scope rigidity, as noted in Japanese by Kuroda (1971), Huang
(1982) and others; scope interpretation in Korean as well as in Japanese reflects the surface
c-eommand relationship between two quantifiers. Ambiguity arises only when the universal
quantifier is moved across and c-commands the existential quantifier in the overt syntax.
(41) a. Dwukwunka-ka
someone-Nom
moton salam-ul
everyone-Ace
salanghanta
love
"someone loves everyone. II
b. [motun salam-ul]i nwukwunka-ka Ii
everyone-Ace someone-Nom
"someone loves everyone. II
salanghanta
love
(unambiguous)
(ambiguous)
(42) a. John-un nwukwunka-Iul
John-Top somone-Acc
motoo salam-eykey
everyone-Dat
sokayhayssta
introduced.
IIJohn introduced someone to Everyone."
b. John-un [motuR salam-eykeY]i nwukwunka-Iul Ii
John-Top everyone-Dat someone-Ace
IIJohn introduced someone to everyone."
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(lloambiguous)
sokayhayssta
introduced
(ambiguous)
When the existential quantifier 'someone' c-commands the universal quantifier leveryone'
in the overt syntax, there is no scope ambiguity as we can see in (41a) and (42a).
However, ambiguity arises when the universal quantifier in the object position is moved
across the existential quantifier in the subject position (=41b); or when the universal
quantifier in the dative phrase is scrambled over the existential quantifier in the direct object
position (=42b).
Likewise, a sentence with the existential quantifier in the matrix dative position and the
universal quantifier in the embedded subject position is unambiguous when the universal
quantifier is in nominative case marking; while the sentence becomes ambiguous if the
embedded universal quantifier is ECMed.
(43) a. John-un nwunkwunka-eykey [motun salam-i ehakhata-ko] malhayssta
John-rrop somone-Dat everyone-Nom be good-comp said
IIJohn told someone that everyone was good. II (unambiguous)
b. John-un
John-Top
[motuR salam-ullj nwukwunka-eykey
everyone-Ace someone-Oat
[ ti chakhata-ko]
be good-comp
malhayssta
said
IIJohn told someone that everyone was smart. 1I (ambiguous)
As in the double object construction in (42a), (43a) does not exhibit mnbiguity since the
existential quantifier in the matrix clause e-commands the nominative universal quantifier
that is in the embedded subject position. Interestingly, ambiguity arises when the embedded
universal quantifier is ECMed and precedes the existential quantifier in the matrix dative
position. The ambiguity found in (43b) thus indicates that the ECMed embedded subject is
moved across the existential quantifier in the matrix dative position. This in turn suggests
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that ECM in Korean involves movement, not control between the base-generated ECMed
DP and the embedded subject position.
2.4.2 Chain Condition
Korean seems to obey the Chain Condition, which prevents an anaphor from locally c-
commanding a trace of its antecedent.
(44) a. [John-kwa
John-and
Mary]i-ka
Mary-Nom
seloi-Iul
each other-Ace
poassta
saw
"John and Mary saw each other."
b. *[John-kwa
John-and
Mary]-Iulj
M8I}'-Acc
seloi-ka Ii
each other-Ace
poassta
saw
"John and Mary, each other s~,w."
An accusative case marked Theme phrase in Korean can function as an antecedent of a
dative case marked Goal phrase, indicating that a Theme phrase asymmetrically c-
commands a Goal phrase at D-structure. Otherwise, the following would be ungrammatical
due to the chain condition violation.
(45) na-Dun [John-kwa Mary]i-1ul
I-Top John-and Mary-Ace
seloj-eykey (*tj)
each other-Dat
sokayhayssta
introduced
III introduced John and Mary to each other. II
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Suppose the accusative argument asymmetrically c-commands the dative argument at D-
structure in Koreans. The following ECM construction that has an ECMed accusative
subject as the antecedent of the matrix dative argument (=46) then should be grammatical if
the ECMed DP is base-generated in the matrix object position that c-commands the matrix
dative position.
(46) *?na-nun [John-kwa MarYlj-lul seloj-eykey [Ii chakhata-ko]
I-Top John-and
malhayssta
said
Mary-Ace each other-Ace be good-camp
"I told each other that John and Mary were good."
The awkwardness of (46) seems to be due to the violation of Chain Condition. The
sentence clearly improves if the anaphor in the matrix dative position is embedded under
another DP. The anaphor selo'each other' in the matrix dative position does not induce the
Chain Condition violation in (47), since it fails to c-command the trace of its antecedent left
in the embedded subject position.
(47) na-nun [John-kwa Mary]j-Iul
I-Top John-and Mmy-Acc
[seloj-uy chinkwu]-eykey
each other-Gen friend-Dat
[ Ii chakhata-ko]
be good-comp
malhayssta
said
"I told each other's friends that John and Mary were good. 1I
Again the ungrammaticality of (47) due to the violation of Chain Condition cannot be
accounted for under the base-generation analysis of ECM. There is simply no trace of the
5. Some arguments for the asymmetric c-command of dative by accusative argument in the double object
construction in Korean will appear in the appendix to this chapter.
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ECMed antecedent that is base-generated in the matrix object position that asymmetrically c-
commands the matrix dative position. Hence, Chain Condition should be irrelevant in
ECM constructions in Korean, which is not the case as we have already seen from the
contrast between (46) and (47).
Under the raising analysis of ECM, the ungrammaticality of (46) is considered to be due to
the trace of the ECMed antecedent that is left in the embedded subject position as a result of
ECM movement. The anaphor in the matrix dative position then locally c-commands the
trace, inducing the Chain Condition violation.
2.4.3 ECM vs. Control
H an ECMed DP is base-generated in the matrix object position and linked to the embedded
subject position via object-to-subject control, ECM constructions in KoreaJi must exhibit
the same properties with the control structures. A control predicate in Korean such as
'persuade' typically requires that the contro~lerbe animate, but an ECM predicate does not.
(48) a. na-Dun Johoi-eykey [PROj sewul-ey ka-key] seltukhayssta
I-Top John-Dat Seoul-to go-to persuaded
"I persuaded John to go to Seoul. II
b. *na-nun kichaj-eykey [PROj
I-Top ttain-Dat
sewul-ey ka-key]
Seoul-to go-to
seltukhayssta
persuaded
"I persuaded the train to go to Seoul."
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(49) a. na-nUD John-uli [Ii sewul-ey kassta-ko]
I-Top John-Ace Seoul-to went-comp
"I told that John went to Seoul."
malhayssta
said
b. na-Dun kicha-Iuli
I-Top train-Ace
[ti sewul-ey kassta-ko]
Seoul-to went-comp
malhayssta
said
"I told that the train went to Seoul. II
As we can see from the contrast between (48b) and (49b), the (in)animateness of the DP in
the matrix object position does not bear on the grammaticality of the ECM constructions. If
the controller in the object-ta-subject control constructions such as (48b) must be animate
since it is selected by the control predicate in the main clause that assigns a theta-role to it,
the grammaticality of (49b) indicates that the ECMed DP in the matrix object position gets
its theta-role from the embedded predicate independent of the matrix ECM predicate. This
would follow if the ECMed OP is generated in the embedded subject position at D-
structure, which detennines the theta-relation between a predicate and its argument(s).
Note that under the base-generation analysis of ECM there would be a PRO (or pro) in the
embedded subject position in ECM constructions as well as in control constructions. It
would be then very difficult to account for the independence of the ECMed DP of its ECM
predicate in terms of theta-selection unlike in the control constructions. Again the raising
analysis of ECM correctly predicts that the ECMed DP is in the embedded subject position
and theta-selected and assigned a theta-role by the embedded predicate at D-structure.
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2.4.4 NPJ Licensing
2.4.4.1 Some properties of Korean NPI
The so-called Negative Polarity Items (henceforth, NPI) in Korean show some properties
that are not found in English.
(50) a. amwuto John-oJ manna-ci anh-ass-ta
anyone John-Ace meet-? NEG-past-decl
"No one met John."
b. *amwuto John-uJ manna-ss-ta
anyone John-Ace meet-past-decl
!lAnyone met John."
(51) a. na-nun [amwuto John-uJ manna-ci
I-Top anyone John-Ace meet-?
"I said that no one met John."
anh-ass-ta-ko ] malhayssta
NEG-past-decl-comp said
b. *Ila-nun [amwuto John-uJ mannassta-ko] malha-ei
I-Top anj'one John-Ace came-comp say-?
"I didn't say that anyone met John."
anh-ass-ta
NEG-past-decl
c. amwutoi na-nun [Ii John-uI mannassta-ko] malha-ei anb-ass-ta
anyone I-Top John-Ace met-eomp say-? NEG-past-decI
"I didn't say that anyone hit John."
a. amwutoi na-nun [Ii John-uI manna-ci(52)
anyone I-Top John-Ace meet-?
anhassta-ko] rnalhayssta
NEG did-eomp said
"I said that no one hit John."
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b. *na-nun amwu-eykeytoj [PROj John-uJ manna-ci anh-key]
I-Top anyone-Dat John-Ace meet-? NEG-to
kangyohayssta
forced
III forced anyone not to meet John. II
Korean allows subject NPI's (=50a); but the NPI and the negation must be clauseolates
(=5Ia); the NPI licensing takes place at S-structure (=5Ic); and the NPI can be licensed
through a chain (=52a) but not through control (=52b). Crucially, the NPI should occur at
some pont of derivation in the clause that contains the negation. The NPI controller in (52b)
cannot be licensed since it is not a clausemate to the negation at any level of representation;
the negation is in the embedded clause and the NPI is in the matrix clause both at D-
structure and at S-structure.
Based on these facts about NPI licensing in Korean, a test for the D-structure position of
the NPI can be developed. Tile NPI and negation should be in the same clause at some
point of derivation, either at D-structure or at S-structure. If the NPI and negation are thus
not in the same clause at S-structure, the NPI must have been base-generated at D-structure
in the clause containing negation.
2.4.4.2 ECM of NPI
The NPI licensing in Korean cannot be directly related to the ECM facts since the NPI
amwuto'anyone' does not bear any overt case marking. However, some indirect evidence
for the embedded NPI subject as an ECMed NP can come from the fact that non-bridge
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verbs such as 'shout, scream, whisper, murmur' that are not ECM predicates in Korean do
not allow embedded NPI subject that is not a clausemate to the negation.
(53) a. na-nun [John-i
I-Top John-Nom
ttokttokhata-ko]
is smart-comp
solichyessta
shouted
"I shouted that John was smart."
b. *na-nuD [John-ullj [tj
I-Top John-Ace
"I shouted John to be smart."
ttokttokhata-ko] solichyessta
is smart-eomp shouted
(54) a. *na-nun [amwuto
I-Top anyone
ttokttokhata-ko]
is smart-eomp
solichi-ci
shout-?
anh-ass-ta
NEG-past-decI
"I didn't shout that anyone was smart. II
b. *na-nun amwutoi
I-Top anyone
[Ii ttokttokhata-ko] solichi-ci anh-ass-ta
is smart-comp shout-? NEG-past-decl
"I didn't shout anyone to be smart."
c. na-nUD [amwuto
I-Top anyone
ttokttokha-ei
is smart-?
anhta-ko]
NEG-comp
solichyessta
shouted
"I shoutd that no one is smart. II
Given that the NPI licensing is clause-bound, the ungrammaticality of (53a) can be
accounted for as a failure of satisfying the clausemate condition at S-structure; the
embedded NPI subject can be seen as bearing nominative case and thus stays in the
embedded clause. Raising the embedded NPI subject into the matrix clause does not
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improve the grammaticality as we can see in (53b), since the matrix predicate does not
allow ECM constructions. Raising itself counts as illcit movement in this case although the
NPI can be successfully licensed by the matrix negation at S-structure after the raising.
Let us now consider how the embedded subject NPI in an ECM enviro.nment behaves with
regard to the position of negation.
(54) a. na-nun [amwuto ttokttokha-ci
I-Top anyone is smart-?
"I believe that no one is smart."
anh-ta-ko] mitnunta
NEG-decl-comp believe
b. na-Dun amwutoj [Ii
I-Top anyone
ttokttohata-ko] mit-ci anhnunta
be smart-comp believe-? NEG
"I don't believe anyone to be smart."
c. *na-nun [ep [IP amwuto chakhata]-nun kes-ul ]
I-Top anyone is good-ReI fact-Ace
"I don't believe the fact that anyone is smart. II
mit-ci anhnunta
believe-? NEG
The grammaticality of (54b) indicates that the embedded NPI subject is in the matrix clause
at S-structure; otherwise, it cannot be licensed by the matrix negation without satisfying the
clausemate condition. Therefore, when the NPI subject is embedded in a complex NP
clause, out of which no extraction is possible due to the island constraints as in (54c), the
sentence is ungrammatical if the NPI is not a clausemate to the negation. These facts,
paired with the observation so far that "I, nominative embedded subject cannot be raised into
the matrix clause, suggest that the embedded subject NPI in (54b) is ECMed although it
does not bear overt accusative case marking.
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2.4.4.3 NPI and matrix adverb placement
A matrix adverb can be placed to the right of the embedded subject NPI, indicating that the
NPI is a constituent of the matrix clause at S-structure. Note that we have already seen in
the section 2.3.1.2 that a matrix adverb cannot be placed inside an embedded c·lause.
(55) a. *na-nUD pepceng-eyse [amwuto salhaytoyessta-ko] cungenha-ei anhassta
I-Top court-in anyone was killed-comp testify-? NEG
"I didn't testify in the court that anyone was killed. II
b. na-nun amwutoi pepceng-eyse [ Ii salhaytoyessta-ko] cungenha-ci
I-Top anyone court-in was killed-eomp testify-?
anhassta
NEG
"I didn't testify in the court that anyone was killed. II
The ungrammaticality of (55a) follows from the failure of NPI licensing in the embedded
clause; the position of the matrix adverb indicates that the NPI is in the embedded clause at
S-structure6. When an embedded subject NPI precedes a matrix adverb as in (55b), it
clearly is a constituent of the matrix clause as we have already seen in section 2.3.1.2, and
the NPI licensing can now take place satisfying the clausemate condition.
Crucially when the negation is inside the embedded clause, the embedded subject NPI can
still precede the matrix adverb, suggesting that the ECMed NPI is base-generated in the
embedded clause at D-structure.
6. TIlls argument depends on the assumption that no string vacuous scrambling is allowed in Korean.
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(56) a. na-nun pepceng-eyse [amwuto salhaytoy-ci anbassta-ko] cungenhayssta
I-Top court-in anyone be killed-? NEG-eomp testified
"I testified-in the court that no one was killed."
b. na-nun amwutoi pepceng-eyse
I-Top anyone court-in
cungenhayssta
testified
[Ii salhaytoy-ci
be killed-?
anbassta-ko]
NEG-comp
"I testified in the court that no one was killed. II
The grammaticality of (56b) indicates that (a) the embedded subject NPI is in the matrix
clause and must be ECMed since the matrix ECM predicate sh.ould assign its accusative
case feature; and (b) the NPI must have been base-generated in the embedded subject
position and is licensed through the chain fonned by the ECM movement.
Note that the base-generation analysis of ECM cannot account for the grammaticality of
(52b), since the NPI cannot be licensed through control as we have already seen in the
section 2.4.4.1. The base-generation analysis would predict that there is PRO in the
embedded subject position controlled by the NPI in the matrix object position. The NPI
then cannot be licensed since the negation is not a clausemate to the NPI at any level of
representation.
I have shown in this section that the ECMed DP should be base-generated in the embedded
subject position at D-structure in Korean based on the facts regarding scope ambiguity
(§2.4.1), the Chain Condition (§2.4.2), control predicates (§2.4.3) and NPI licensing
(§2.4.4). These facts, paired with the claim made in the previous section that the ECMed
NP is a constituent of the matrix clause in the overt syntax, suggest that the HeM in Korean
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involves A-movement of the embedded subject into the matrix object position across the CP
boundary in the overt syntax.
2.4 A Note on ECM vs. Scrambling
Although I have shown so far that the ECMed DP in Korean is a constituent of the
embedded clause at D-structure and raises into a case checking position in the matrix clause
it:l the overt syntax, it is hard to exclude the possibility that it is an instance of scrambling
into a case position7. Since the discussion of this issue will be crucially depends on the
nature of scrambling in Korean, which is beyond the task of this thesis, I will not
investigate the difference between ECM and scrambling in much detail. However, there
seems to be at least a piece of evidence that distinguishes ECM as case-driven A-movement
from scrambling in Korean.
Consider the following structures with the so-called unon-bridge" verb as its matirx
predicate.
(57) a. na-nun [ John-i totwuk-ul
I-Top John-Nom theif-Ace
"I shouted that John caught the thief...
capassta-ko ]
caught-comp
oychyessta
shouted
b. totwuk-uli
thief-Ace
na-nun [John-i tj capassta-ko]
I-Top John-Nom caught-camp
oychyessta
shouted
liThe thiefi, I shouted that John caught ti. n
7. For case-driven obligatory scrambling into an A-position, see Miyagawa (1997).
7 1
c. *na-nun
I-Top
John-ulj [tj
John-Ace
totwuk-ul
theif-Ace
capassta-ko ]
caught-comp
oychyessta
shouted
"I shouted John to have caught the thief. "
As the contrast between (57 b-c) shows, scrambling is possible out of a complement clause
of a non-bridge verb, while ECM is impossible. It is not that non-bridge verbs lack case,
features to license the ECMed accusative subject raised into the matrix clause, since a 000-
bridge verb can take a direct object.
(58) na-nun
I-Top
ku sosik-ul
that news-Ace
khukey
loudly
oychyessta
shouted
"I shouted that news loudly. II
Although we cannot make the strongest claim that ECM is a completely separate process
from scrambling, we have found out at least one instance where ECM and scrambling SeelTI
to behave independently.
2.5 Summary
I have claimed in this chapter that ECM in Korean poses some questions on the nature of
A-chain formation by apparently allowing two types of illicit A-movrnent: A-movement out
of CP and A-movement out of a finite clause. I have shown that Korean ECM is an
instance of A-movement out of CP on the basis of the facts that (a) ECM predicates in
Korean select CP complement; (b) the ECMed DP is a constituent of the matrix clause in
the overt syntax; and (c) the ECMed DP is a constituent of the embedded complement
clause at D-structure. We have also noticed that Korean allows A-movement out ofa finite
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clause; ECM verbs can take a finite clause as its complement, out of which the elnbedded
accusative subject should be extracted for case reasons.
Before considering further and providing an answer to the problems that Korean ECM
raises, I will review in the subsequent chapter ECM constluctions in English, which can be
seen as an instance of legitimate A-ehain fonnation: A-movement out of TP.
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Appendix to Chapter 2
ON OBJECT IN KOREAN
Some of the arguments made in chapter 2 that ECM in Korean involves overt A-movement
crucially depends on the assumpitions about object shift and the structure of double obje,ct
construction in Korean. In the following sections I will show that object raising is overt
and the theme asymmetrically c-commands the goal at D-structure in Korean.
A.I Negation and Overt Object Raising 1
Since Korean is an SOY language with the head-final parameter, it is hard to find some
evidence in favor of or against the ovet object raising; raising of the object into the specifier
of Tr would be always string-vacuous movement. One indirect evidence however can come
from the interaction of negation and object placement, given that negation is assumed to
appear between TrP and VP at D-structure; if the object precedes negation, it indicates that
the object has moved out of VP and raised across the negation in the overt syntax. In this
section, I will deal with the acquisition of the so-called short-form negation in Korean,
which shows the surface form ofSubj Obii NEG {ti Vl. Specifically, an error found in
1. An earlier version of this section was presented at the Seoul International Conference on Linguixtics in
1995.
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children's utterance of placing the negation in front of an object will be examined, which
seems to indicate that these children do not have object raising in their grammar.
A.I.l Two Forms of Negation in Korean
There are two kinds of negation constructions in adult Korean: (a) the pre-verbal or short-
fonn negation and (b) the post-verbal or long-form negation. The pre-verbal negation
involves the NEG morpheme an or mos immediately preceding a verb, while in the PO~jl­
verbal negation, a verb is followed by a complementizer -ci , which in turn is followed by
the NEG element anh.2
(1) a. nae-ka
I-Nom
(hakkyo-e)
(school-to)
an ka-n-ta
NEG go-Pres-Decl
'I do not go (to school).'
b. nae-ka kyelan-ul an mek-nun-ta
I-Nom egg-Ace NEG eat-Pres-Decl
'I do not eat an egg.'
2. The NEG element anh- seems to be a verbal head derived from the complex of an+ha 'do', which never
surfaces without the deletion of the vowel/a! in ha. Instead, we find another long-fonn negation with the
negative adverb ani followed by the light verb ha, which does appear on the surface \,vithout vowel deletion
and never occurs as *anih.
(i)
(ii)
a. nae-ka kyelan-ul mek-ci anh-nun-ta
I-Nom egg-Ace eat-Camp NEG-Pres-Decl 'I do not eat an egg·
b. *nae-ka kyelan-ul mek-ci an-ha-n-ta
I-Nom egg-Ace eat-Camp NEG-do-Pres-Decl II do not eat an egg'
a. *nae-ka kyelan-ul mek-ci 8nih-nun-ta
I-Nom egg-Ace eat-Comp NEG-Pres-Decl 'I do not eat an egg'
b. nae-ka kyelan-ul mek-ci ani ha-n-ta
I-Nom egg-Ace eat-Camp NEG do-Pres-Decl "I do not eat an egg'
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(2) a. nae-ka (hakkyo-e)
I-Nom (SCllool-to)
II do not go (to school)'
ka-ci
go-?
anh-nun-ta
l'T~G-Pres-Decl
b. nae-ka kyelan-ul mek-ei anh-null-ta
I-Nom egg-Ace eat-? NEG-Pees-Deel
'I do not eat an egg.'
There have been two syntactic views concerning the placement of the NEG morphemes in
the pre-verbal negations3 in Korean. One view assumes that the Korean pre-verbal NEG
morpheme an is an adverb which is right-adjoined to VP (Park 1990). Basically after his
proposal, Kim (1992) suggested the following simplified structure as aD-structure
representation of the Korean pre-verbal negation construction.
(3) a. nae-ka kyelan-ul an mek-nun-ta
I
I
nlln
II
an
IP
-NP
I
nae-ka VP
~
ADV
I
VP
~
V
,
mek
b.
NP
I
kyelan-ul
3. As the data this section deals with come from the children between 2;0 and 3;0, who cannot yet
produce the post-verbal negation, I will not address the issue of the syntactic nature of post-verbal
negation here.
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between the object and the main verb. More precisely, it is placed between the trace of the
raised verb and the amalgam of the verb and the inflections fonned by the head movement
of the verb.
An alternative view is based on the idea proposed in Kayne (1989), who claims that there
are two kinds of NEG elements in English; (a) the "non-emphatic (or regular)" not and (b)
the "emphatic" not. The "non-emphatic" not is a bound morpheme that needs lexical items
to attach to and is the head of a functional phrase NEGP. Its affixal nature is sa~isfied by
obeying the requirement that it should be adjacent to an auxiliary on the surface. The
"emphatic" not, on the other hand, carries stress, conveys contrastive or emphatic meaning,
and need not satisfy the surface adjacency requirement.
(4) a. John was probably NOT/*not talking to Bill.
b. When he was nervous, he can't NOT smoke.
(Kayne 1989)
(Zwicky &Pul1um 1983)
Abn (1990) proposes a parallel analysis that there are two kinds of NEG morpheme an in
Korean; (a) the non-emphatic an, which is an affixal head of NEGP and (b) the emphatic
an, which is an adverb. Since the NEG morpheme an in Aho (1990)'s analysis occurs to
the right of the verb, the verb should undergo head-movement and adjoin to higher
inflectional head as in Park (1990)'8 analysis to result in the surface word order of OBI an
verb. The crucial differc Ice between these two alternative views is that tile NEG
morpheme an in pre-verbal negation is an adverb, which does not block the head-
movement of the main verb in Park (1990), while it is an affixal head of NEGP in AhIL
(1990), which does count as an intervening head-governor for the trace of i:he raised verb
in the sense of Rizzi (1990) and therefore should be assumed to be somehow transparent to
the Ilead-movement of the main verb.
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(5) a. nae-ka kyelan-ul an mek-nun-ta
b. IP
-NP I'
--NEGP I
- IVP NEG nun
- Ir~p V' an1_
nae-ka NP V
I I
kyelan-ul mek
Given (a) that Park (1990)'s analysis of an as an adverb right-adjoined to a verb seems
stipulative, since adjunction is always to the left in Korean; and (b) that Abo (1990)'s
analysis needs some ad hoc to make the affixal head of an invisible to the llead-movement
of the main verb, I propose that the NEG morpheme an in the pre-verbal negation occupies
the specifier position of NEGP like ne in French and that the head of NEGP is an empty
verb that the .Ulain verb should raise and adjoin to in the course of its raising to Tense.
(6) a. nae-ka kyelan-ul an mek-nun-ta
b. 11P
-
T
I
tl
Tr'
v
I
mek
T '
-NEGP Tr
~ I
NEG' nun
- NEG
an
VP
-DP
I
tj
DP
I
nae-kaj TrP
~
DP Tr'
1-
ktelan-uli DP
I
r~
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Under the clause structure assumed in chapter 1, a subject is generated in the inner specifier
of Tr and raises into the specifier of Tense in the overt syntax, and the object also overtly
moves into the outer specifier of Tr from its base position, the specifier of V. The base
position of the subject does not count as a closer target position for raising of the object
crossing the inner specifier of Tr, since it is equi-distant from the target of object raising
(=the outer specifier of Tr); they are multiple specifiers of a same head.
This analysis has some theoretical advantages over the analyses given in Ahn (1990) and
Park (1990). First no problematic issue arises of proper government of the trace of the
verb, which raises and adjoins to Tense via NEG and Tr, since the ~~G morpheme an is
not a head intervening between the verb and the next higher head (=Tr) under this analysis.
Recall that Abo (1990) has to stpipulate that an is a head transparent to head-government to
maintain his analysis of an as the head of NEGP. The analysis in (6) can also do without
the stipulation of Park (1990) that an is exceptional in the directionality of adjunction; it
adjoins to the right, while all other kinds of adjunction are to the left in Korean.
The analysis of NEG morpheme as the affixal head of NEGP in Ahn (1990) however
seems to be on the right track in so far as there does exist a NEG element which is the head
of NEGP. The claim here is however different from Ahn (1990) in that the affixal head of
NEGP is not an in pre-verbal negation but anh in post-verbal negation, which is a verbal
head derived from the complex of an+ha 'do' taking as its complement a CP headed by the
complementizer -ci.4
4. I further assume that there is a kind of co-occurrence restriction ~tween the head of NEGP and itt;
specifier via SPEC-Head configuration, since a double negation with both the affixal head anh and its
specifier an in the same clause cancels each other and thus becomes affinnative in Korean.
b~ *[NEGP an [NEG' VP anh ]]
(3) 8. *nae-ka kyelan..ul
I-Nom egg-Ace
an
NEG
mek..ci
eat-Camp
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anh..nun-ta
NEG-Pres-Decl 'I do not eat an egg'
(grammatical as "I don't NOT eat an egg")
A.l.2 NEG Placement E"ors: NEG Obj V
It has been observed that Korean-speaking children can produce the pre-verbal negation
constructions as early as 1;7, but do not produce the post-verbal negation constructions
until much later (around 3;3) in the course of acquisition (Kim 1992). The late emergence
of the post-verbal negation seems to be quite plausible, given that post-verbal negation
constructions are not only 'long' in its surface structures but seems to involve a
complementizer (-ci) which may not be present in children's grammar until they acquire the
syntax of embedding.
As we have already seen in the previous section, the NEG morpheme an or mos is placed
immediately before the verb and thus follows an object or an adverb (if any) in adult's
grammar. Children, however, sometimes produce utterances in which the NEG morpheme
precedes both the object (or the adverb) and the verb.
(7)5 Age MIJU
H 2;4 1.58
J 2;2 2.23
M 2;6 3.65
S 3;10 5.53
(8) a. hyengcuni an ca
NEG sleep
b. na an ttaylye
I NEG hit
c. nwun an poye
eye NEG see-Passive
'Hycngcun does not sleep'
'I do not hit (him)'
IThe eyes are not visible l
5. The data is from Cho & Hong (1988) and Kim (1990). The age and the Mean Length of Utterance for
each subject in the experime!lt in Cho& Hong (1988) is given below. Cho&Hong (1988) report that 2-
year-old subjects predominantly placed an in front of VP compared with the 3-year-old subject.
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d. ike an thulecye
this NEG turn-on-Passive 'This cannot be turned on'
e. acwurnma mos poye
aunt NEG see-Passive 'Aunt is not visible'
f. Rubin-un an nappun ayki-j.ra
Rubin-Top NEG bad baby-be 'Rubin is not a bad baby'
(9) a. na an pap mek-e
I NEG rice eat-DecI 'I do not eat rice'
b. kkoch-i an nolay pwulle
flower-Nom NEG song sing 'The flowers do not sing a song'
c. Hoyeni-nun an son takk-ko siphkuna
Hoyeni-Top NEG hand wash want-to
'Hoyen does not want to wash hands'
d. an mamma mantul-e
NEG meal make-Dec) '(I) do not make meals'
e. an phikul coa-hay
NEG pickle like-Dec] '(I) do not like pickles'
f. an chong sswa-ss-e
NEG gun fire-Past-Decl 1(1) did not fire the gun'
g. an wuywu ssot-ass-e
NEG milk spill-Past-Decl '(I) did nol ~pill milk'
(10) a.. an cal hay
NEG well do I(n do not do well'
b. an manhi kuly-ess-e
NEG many draw-Past-Decl '(I) did not draw many pictures'
c. mos cal tha
NEG well ride '(I) do not ride (a horse) weir
d. an mak ul-e
NEG much cry-Dec) '(I) do not cry much'
8 1
e. na an cal
I NEG well
hay
do II do not do weIll
(11) a. an GelTICO ka
NEG go
b. an yekise hay
NEG here do
'(I) do not go to Gemco'
'(I) do not do (that) here'
The structures in (8) represent a case where the NEG morpheme an is placed between the
subject and the verb as it should be in adult's grammar. Cho & Hong (1988) report that
children always place an after the subject, if there is one, both in active and passive
sentences. The examples in (9) show cases in which the NEG morpheme an is placed
before an object, which should precede an in adult's grammar. The utterances shown in
(10) and (11) illustrate the placement of an in relation to verbal adverbials such as nlanner
or place adverbs.
Based on the fact that the NEG morpheme is placed always after the subject, but before the
elements that are conventionally regarded as a part of VP, Cho & Hong (1988) argue that
Korean is a configurational language, which has VP as one of the syntactic constituents and
that the rule for the negation in children's graillmar is to simply put the NEG morpheme in
front of a whole VP.
Kim (1990) provides more elaborate analysis of children's errors of the NEG placement,
following the proposal of Park (1990). Assuming that the NEG morpheme an or mos is an
adverb adjoined to the right of VP in adult's grammar, Kim (1990) proposes that the NEG
morpheme may be adjoined either to the right or to the left of VP in children's grammar.
This assumption can explain why children sometilTleS make the error of placi.~gan in front
of the object (or the adverb) but sometimes can make the correct utterance where an comes
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between the object (or the adv~rb) and the verb as in OOult1s grammar, since the direction
of adjunction is not set in children's grammar and the left-adjunction and the right-
adjunction is seen as a free variation.
(12) a. na an
I NEG
pap
rice
mek-e
eat-Decl
'I do not eat rice.'
b. IP
-NP I'I ~
nil VP I
- IADV VP-e
I-
an NP V
I I
pap mek
Kim (199O)'s analysis of children's error of misplacing the NEG nl0rpheme an in front of
VP as a free variation between right adjunction and left adjunction of the NEG adverb
seems quite plausible in terms of syntactic consideration, since the error comes from
missetting of one parameter, the parameter for direction of adjunction.
It seems however somewhat problematic in terms of grammatical development from the
point of view of language learners. The question is how come a child can ever reset the
parameter so that left adjunction for the NEG morpheme is not allowed, given that there is
no negative evidence for the left adjunction of an. According to Wexler (1995), the learner
considers changing one parameter value at a time only when an input sentence cannot be
syntactically processed. Given this Greediness Constraint, there is no reason for a child to
adopt the left adjunction only parameter, since he/she can process negative sentences
without adopting a new value for the adjunction direction parameter.
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A,1.3 No Object Shift: IAiek of A-Movement
In t~is section, I will first review the analysis of the acquisition of negation put forth in
Baek (1995) and propose a new analysis that is in line with Chomsky (1995) and the
multiple-specifiers theory.
Under the analysis proposed in Baek (1995), which is based on Chomsky (1993) and the
VP-intemal subject hypothesis, the NEG morpheme an is in the specifier position of NEGP
and thus occurs left to VP at D-structure. One explanation for the children's error of placing
an in front of an object under this anlysis would be that children at this age do not have
object shift in their grammar yet.
V'
NEG'
- NEG
NEGP
-
VP
-SUB}
an
~13)
OBJ v
Korean is strictly head-final in the sense that the verb always occupies the sentence-final
position and thus a verb always follo\vs its object that is in the complement position of VP.
In Baek (1995), I proposed that the object overtly raises into the specifier position of
AGP..O to check its accusative case feature against the strong [+N] feature in AGRo in
adult's grammar. If a child does not have object shift in hislher grammar, the object then
would stay in-situ, i.e., within the VP, and the surface word order would be an preceding
both the object and the verb, which is exactly what we found in 2-year-old children's
utterance of negative sentences.
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One Suppolting piece of evidence for this claim comes from ne.gative sentences that have an
unaccusative verb in it. Under the assumption that the surface subject of an unaccusative
verb originates from the underlying complement position of the VP, the lack of object shift
predicts that the surface subject of an unaccusative verb would stay within the VP, and
hence comes after the NEG morpheme an which precedes the VP as a whole. We do often
find children's utterance where the subject of an unaccusative verb is preceded by an.
(14)6 a. an ippal ssek-e
NEG teeth rot..DecI '(I) won't have a cavity'
b. an koI na-ss-e?
NEe anger occur-Past-Dec) 'Aren't (you) angry?'
c. an him tul-e
NEG strength cost-Dec) '(It) isn't strenuous'
Interestingly, children never produce utterances in which an precedes an agentive subject.
For example, Kim (1992) reported that she never found such a kind of error illustrated
below.
(15) a. *an emma ca
NEG mommy sleep 'Mommy does not sleep'
b. *an thokki
NEG rabbit
pap
rice
mek-e
eat-DecI 'The rabbit doesn't eat rice'
However, the fact that children place an in front of the subject of an unaccusative verb but
not in front of the subject of an unergative or an accusative verb seems to pose a problem
on the analysis of the lack of object shift in children's grammar, if we follow the VP-
internal Subject Hypothesis and the theory of feature-driven movement in the sense of
6. The data is from Hahn (1981), Cho & Hong (1989) and Kim (1992). These three examples are the only
ones where an precedes the subject in Kim (1992)'s paper.
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Chomsky (1993). If children never put the NEG morpheme in front of the agentive
subject, it must be the case that the subject is raised out of VP to a position higher than the
~pecifier of the NEGP. This seems to suggest that children at this age have already
acquired the subject raising into the specifier of AGRsP, although they do not have the
object shift into the specifier of AGRo.
The question then might arise how children can draw a distinction between subject raising
and object shift, given that both subject and object movement are A-movement driven by
case feature checking against the [+N] feature in AGR heads. If children have subject
raising in their grammar, there is no reason why they do not have object shift yet, since the
nature of both movements are exactly the same, which is driven by the need of case feature
checking.
One possible solution to this puzzle can come from the multiple-specifiers theory adopted in
chapter 1 with the assumption that the subject is generated in a specifier position of a
functional projection that occurs higher than botll NEGP and VP.
(16) TP
-DP T'
---TrP T
---------------
DP Tr'I __________
SUBl NEGP Tr
~
an NEG'
-------------..
VP NEG
------------
OBl V
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If the subject is generated above NEGP at D-structure as in the structure illustrated above,
the surface subject will always appear left to the NEG morpheme an even though children
do not have both subject raising and object shift in their grammar yet, which would reduce
to lack of A-movement in early children's grammar.
(17) a. na
I
an
NEG
pap
rice
mek-e
eat-De.::) 'I do not eat rice.'
b. [TrP na [Tr' [NEGP an [Vp pap [VI mek ]]]]] -e
Yet another solution to the misplacement of NEG in front of the object in children's
utterances might come from the incorporation of noun head into the verb in the sense of
Baker (1988). However, we have one example to exclude this possibility, which is
repeated below.
(18) Rubin-un
Rubin-Top
an
NEG
nappun
bad
ayki-ya
baby-be
(=8f)
'Rubin is not a bad baby'
As we can see from this example, the misplacement of NEG cannot be due to the
incorporation of the object into the main verb, since the NEG an still precedes the object
even when the object is a full DP, which cannot be subject to incorporation between heads.
Summing up, we have seen in this section that the object in Korean raises into the specifier
of Tr in the overt syntax, which can be evidenced from the fact that t~e object precedes
negation. The overt object raising analysis seems to be in line with the hypothesis that the
acquisition of A-chain is delayed, since children do not raise the object in the overt syntax
and produce an utterance where negation precedes the object staying in-situ within VP.
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A.2 Double Object Construction
A.2.I Goal Asymmetrically C-commands Theme
The double object construction in English has been claimed to show various properties that
indicate an asymmetrical c-command relation between Theme and Goal. Larson (1988)
claims that the first NP asymmetrically c-commands the second NP at S-structure in the V-
NP-NP construction in English, on the basis of the facts from anaphor binding, quantifier-
pronoun binding, Weak Crossover effects, su)criority effects, each ... the other
construction on its reciprocal reading, and negative polarity items. The following examples
are all from Larson (1988).
(1) a. I showed Mary herself.
b. *1 showed herself Mary.
(2) a. I gave every workeri hisi paycheck.
b. *1 gave itsj owner every paycheckj.
(3) a. Which manj did you send hisi paycheck?
b. Whosei pay did you send hisi mother?
(4) a. Who did you give which paycheck?
b. *Which paycheck did you give who?
(5) a. I showed each man the other's socks.
b. *1 showes the other's friend each man.
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(6) a. I showed no one anything.
b. *1 showed an}'one nothing.
As Larson (1988) points out, if theses phnomena do involve c-command, then (1 )-(6) all
leads us to the same point: the Goal phrase asymmetrically c-commands the Theme phrase
in the double object construction in English.
Pesetsky (1995) argues that the Goal phrase uniformly c-commands the Theme phrase at
D-structure in English without regard to their S-structure positions. Interestingly, applying
the various tests that he used to show the asymmetrical c-command of Theme by Goal in
English leads us to speculate that the opposite is true in Korean. On the basis of these
facts, I will argue in this section that an accusative argument asymmetrically c-commands a
dative argument at D-structure in Korean.
A.2.2 Theme Asymmetrically C-commands Goal
The double object construction in Korean seems to be different from those in English in the
sense that there is no dative shift involved in Korean. The Theme pfirase is always rearizea
as an accusative argument and the Goal phrase as a dative argument. The surface order
between the two arguments can be freely interchanged without changing case marking or a
postposition on the Goal phrase.
(7) a. I gave Mary a book
b. I gave a book [to Mary]
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(8) a. na-nun Mary-eykey
1-Top Mmy-Dat
"I gave Mary a book. II
b. na-nun chayk-ul
I-Top book-Ace
"I gave a book to Mary."
chayk-ul
book-Ace
Mary-eykey
Mary-Dat
cwuessta
gave
cwuessta
gave
The question that will be dealt with in this section is: whether both (8a) and (8b) are the
legitimate D-structure representations; or one of them is derived from the other. If it turs out
to be the case that one of the structures in (8) is derived from the other, then the following
question would be which one of the two possible structures is the D-structure
representation for the structures in (8); the Goal-Theme order or the Theme-Goal order
Aa2.2.1 Backwards Binding
Binding theory requires that an anaphor be c-commanded by its antecedent. In most cases,
this requirement on c-command entails that the anaphor is preceded by its antecedent at S-
structure. However, there are some instances that allow an anaphor to precede its
antecedent at S-structure and be still bound by it. This is called backwards binding in the
sense that the antecedent preceded by the anaphor at S-structure appears to bind the anaphor
from backwards. Backwards binding can be a test for detennining the D-structure positions
of the anaphor and its antecedent, since t.he antecedent should c-command the coindexed
anaphor at some level of representation, either at D-structure or at Lf after reconstruction.
As has been noted by Burzio (1986), Pesetsky (1995) points out that backwards binding of
the Goal into the Theme is possible in English; but backwards binding of the Theme into
the Goal is not.
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(9) a. Sue showed John and Mary to each other's friends.
b. ?Sue showed each other's friends to John and Mary.
c. Sue showed John and Mary each other's friends.
________d. *Sue showed each other's friends John and Mary. (Pesetsky 1995)
He argues that the irnposssibility of backwards binding of the Goal into the Theme in (9d)
indicates that the Goal uniformly c-commands the Theme at D-structure in English. That
ie;;, there is a trace of each other's friends c-commanded by John and Mary in (9b= lOa); but
(9d=lOb) has no such trace that ean be c-commanded by John and Mary.
(10) a. ?Sue showed [each other's friendsli to John and Mary tie
b. *Sue showed [each other's friends] John and Mary.
Let us consider the counterparts of (9) in Korean with regard to the backwards biniding
effects.
(II) a. Sue-nun [John-kwa Mary]-lul
Sue-"rop John and Mary-Ace
[selo-uy chinkwu]-eykey
eaeh other's friends-Oat
poyecwuessta
showed
"Sue showed John and Mary to each other's friends."
b. :t~Suf:-nun [selo-uy chinkwu]-Iul [John-kwa Mary]-eykey poyecwlJessta
Sue-Top each other's friends-Ace John and Mary-Dat showed
"Sue showed each other's friends to John and lvlary."
c. Sue-nun [lohn-kwa Mary]-eykey [selo-uy chinkwu]-Iul poyecwuessta
Sue-l'op John and Mary-Oat each other's friends-Acc showed
"Sue showed John and Mary each other's friends."
9 1
d. Sue-nun [selo-uy chinkwu]-eykey
Sue-Top each other's friends-Dat
[John-kwa Mary]-lul
John and Mary-Ace
poyec\vuessta
showed
"Sue showed each other's friends John and Mary."
Interestingly, we see the reverse result with regard to the possibility of backwards binding.
It is possible to get backwards binding of the Theme into the Goal, but not of the Goal into
the Theme. The ungrammaticality of ( IIb) indicates that the Theme is base-generated in its
S-structure position that can c-command the Goal. On the other hand. the possibility of
backwards binding in (lId) suggests that at some level of representation the Theme phrase
containing selo'each other' is c-commanded by the Goal phrase, its antecedent.
(12) a. *Sue-nun [selo-uy chinkwu]-lul [John-kwa Mary]-eykey poyecwuessta
Sue-Top each other's friends-Ace John and Mary-Dat showed
b. Sue-nun [selo-uy chinkwu-eykeY]i [John-kwa Mary]-Iul Ii poyecwuessta
Sue-Top each other's friends-Dat John and Mary-Ace showed
A.2.2.2 Quantifier Scope
Pesetsky (1995) presents the following set of data cited from Aoun and Li (1989) as still
another piece of evidence for the existence of a trace of the Theme c-commanded by the
Goal. As he points out, structures with the Theme followed by the Goal allow for a scope
ambiguity that cannot be found in the structures with the Goal followed by the Theme.
(13) Unambiguous (Aoun and Li (1989»)
a. Sue gave every child some problem.
b. Sue gave some child every problem.
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Ambiguous (Aoun and Li (1989) )
c. Sue gave some problem to every child.
d. Sue gave every problem to some child.
It has been assumed that ambiguity arises in the structures with more than one quantifier
when a quantifier Q 1 c-commands a part of the chain of another quantifier Q2 that c-
commands Q1 at S-structure.
(14) Q2 QI 12
I II I
c-command c~ommand
Under this traditional assumption, the ambiguity found in (13c-d), where the Theme phrase
precedes the Goal phrase, indicates that there is a trace of the Theme phrase c-commanded
by the Goal phrase. On the other hand, the unambiguous sentences in (13a-b) have the
Goal followed by the Theme, showing that the Goal-Theme order is base-generated. This
contrast suggests that the Goal phrase unifonnly c-commands the Theme phrase in English.
(15) a. Sue gave some problemj to every child Ii
b. Sue gave every problemi to some child Ii
Again the oppoisite situation is found in the Korean counterparts of the English examples in
(13). Before we go further and present the examples, we need to mention that there is one
peculiar aspect in the quantifier scope interaction in Korean: so-called scope rigidity.
(16) Ambiguous
a. motun salam-uli
everyone-Aet;
nwukwunka-ka
someone-Nom
cohahanta
like
"Everyone, someone likes. It
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Unambiguous
b. nwukwunka-Iuli
someone-Ace
motun salam-i
everyone-Nom
Ii cohahanta
like
"Someone, everyone likes. n
The unambiguity of (16b) follows from the so-called scope rigidity effect in Korean.
Whenever an existential quantifier appears to the left of a universal quantifier, the trace of
the existential quantifer does not participate in the inpterpretation of quantifiers. That is, an
existential quantifier in a superior position at S-structure always takes scope over a
universal quantifier regardless of their D-structure positions. The unambiguity in (16b) thus
follows from the scope-rigidity effect that simply dres not count the trace of nwulcwnka-
lul'someone' in the object position.
With this scope-rigidity effect in mind, let us take a look at thf. double object constructions
with more than one quaniifer in Korean. The relevant data are now reduced to two
sentences, where a universal qauntifer precedes an existential quantifier at S-structure.
Remember that an existential quantifier preceding a universal quantifier simply does not
allow for a scope ambiguity regardless of their D-structure positions.
(17) Ambiguous
a. Sue-nun
Sue-Top
motuR ai-eykeYi
every child-Dat
etten mwuncey-Iul
some problem-Ace
cwuessta
gave
"Sue gave ever' child some problem."
Unambiguous
b. Sue-nun
Sue-Top
motul.l mwuncey-Iul
every problem-Ace
etten ai-eykey
some child-Dat
cwuessta
gave
"Sue gave every problem to some child."
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When a quantifier with the Dative case marking appears to the left of a quantifier with the
Accusative case marking, ambiguiuty arises as in (17a). On the other hand, the Accusative-
Dative construction (17b) does not allow for a scope ambiguity. This phenomenon points
out to the same conclusion found in the backwards binding effects: the Theme
asymmetrically c-commands the Goal at D-structure in Korean. There is a trace of the Goal
phrase left in its D-structure position that can induce the scope ambiguity in the Theme-
Goal costruction.
(18) a. Sue-nun
Sue-Top
b. Sue-nun
Sue-Top
motuD ai-eykeYi
every child-Oat
rnotun mwuncey-Iul
every problem-Ace
etten mwuncey-lul Ii
some problem-Ace
etten ai-eykey
some child-Oat
cwuessta
gave
cwuessta
gave
A.2.2.3 Weak Crossover Effect
Larson (1988) points out that the double object construction shows aymmetries with regard
to the so-called weak crossover effect.
(19) a. [Which man]i did you send Ii hisi paycheck?
b *[Whosei paY]j did you send hisi mother tj?
A wh-phrase c-conunanded at D-structure by an NP containing a pronoun cannot be moved
across that NP if the wh-phrae and the pronoun are coreferential. The Goal whphrase that
is coreferential with a pronoun cantained in the Theme phrase can be moved (=19a); but the
Theme wh-phrase that is coreferential with a part of the Goal phrase cannot be moved
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(=19b). This asymmetry also suggests that the Goal asymmetrical c-commands the Theme
at D-sw.lcture in English.
If the Theme asymmetrically c-commands the Goal at D-structure in Korean, we expect to
get the opposite result with regard to the weah crossover effects. Indeed, the asymmetry is
the opposite of the above in English.
(20) a. *ne-nun [etten salamj-eykeY]j
you-Top which man-Dat
[kUj-uy wolkup]-ul
his paycheck-Ace
tj ponayss-ni?
sent-Q?
"Which man did you send his paycheck?"
b. ne-nun [nwukwuj-uy wolkup-ull
you-Top whose paycheck-Ace
[kUi-Uy emma]-eykey
his mother-Oat
ponayss-ni?
sent-Q
"Whose paycheck did you send his mother?"
Although Korean does not have overt wh-movement, we can still get the weak cross over
effect. Interestingly, when a wh-phrase precedes an NP containing a pronoun that is
coreferential with the wh-phrase, the sentence is ungrammatical only in the Goal-Theme
construction, not in the Them-Goal construction. This asymmetry is expected under the
assumption that the Theme-Goal construction is the only base-generated order for the
double object construction in Korean. In the Theme-Goal construction such as (20b), the
wh-phrase is never moved over the Goal NP containing a pronolln coindexed with the wh-
phrase. The wh-phrase in the Theme position c-commands the NP in the Goal position at
D-structure as well as at S-structure.
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A.2.2.4 Chain Condition
As we have already observed in §1.4.2, Korean observes the Chain Condition, which
prevents an anaphor from locally c-commanding a trace of its antecedent. The relevant
examples are repeated below for convenien~e.
(21) a. [John-kwa Mary]j-ka
John-and Mary-Nom
seloj-Iul
each other-Ace
poassta
saw
"John and Mary saw each other."
b. *[John-kwa Mary]j-Iul
John-and Mcuy-Acc
seloi-ka Ii
each other-Ace
poassta
saw
"John and Mary, each other saw."
Consider now the following double object constructions in Korean with regard to the Chain
Condition.
(22) a. *?na-nun [haksayngtullj-eykey
I-Top students-Dat
"I introduced the students each other."
seloi-Iul *tj
each other-Ace
sokayhayssta
introduced
b. na-nun
I-Top
[haksayngtul]j-ul
students-Ace
seloj-eykey
each other-Dat
sokayhayssta
introduced
"I introduced the students to each other."
Again the asymmetry is found that indicates the c-command of the Goal by the Theme at D-
structure in Korean. When the antecedent in the Goal phrase precedes the anaphor in the
Theme phrase, the senetence(=22a) is ungrammatical due to the violation of the Chain
Condition. The trace of the antecedent Goal phrase left in its D-structure position is c-
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commanded by the coindexed anaphor in the Theme phrase. Thus the sentence(=22a)
improves if the anaphor in the Theme phrase is embedded into another NP and fails to c-
command the trace of its antecedent, the Goal phrase.
(23) na-Dun [haksayngtullj-eykey [seloj-uy chinkwu]-lul ti
I-Top students-Dat each other's friends-Ace
"I introduced the students each other's friends."
sokayhayssta
introduced
Summing up, I have argued in this section that the Theme asymmetrically c-commands the
Goal at D-structure regardless of thier S-structure positions, based on the facts from
backwards binding, quantifier scope, weak crossover effcts and the Chain Condition.
Since the Theme is always realized as an accusative argument and the Goal as a dative
argument, it seems to be the case that the accusative arguement c-commands the dative
argument at D-structure in Korean.
A.2.3 ECMed DP as a Theme
As a piece of evidence for the ECM movement of the accusative embedded subject into the
matrix object position, the Chain Condition effect was considered in section 2.4.2. The
crucial assumption was that the accusative arguement is base-generated in a position that c-
commands the dative argument. Consider now the following contrast.
(24) a. na-nun
I-Top
[John-kwa Mary]i-Iul seloi-eykey
John and Mary-Ace each other-Dat
sokayhayssta
introduced
"I introduced John and Mary to each other. II
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b. *?na-nun [John-kwa MarYli-lul seloj-eykey [Ii chakhata-ko] malhayssta
I-Top John-and Mary-Ace each other-Ace be good-camp said
III told each other that John and Mary were good."
In both of the above examples, the accusative argument precedes the dative argument at S-
structure. The only difference is that there is an embedded clause in (24b), while (24a) is a
simple clause. The assumption that the accusative occupies a position superior to the dative
argument can account for the above contrast. There is no violation of the Chain Condition
in (24a), gince there is no movement of the accusative over the dative. In contrast, the ECM
movement of the embedded accusative subject should cross over the matrix dative to
prpoerly raise into the matrix object position in (24b).
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Part II
2bMI.rds a Solution
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Chapter 3
A·MoVEMENT OUT OF TP
3.1 ECM Construction in English
Since Chomsky (1981), the complementary distribution between PRO and a lexical DP has
been regulated through the PRO theorem that requires PRO be ungoverned.
(1) PRO theorem
PRO must be ungoverned.
The PRO theorem, paired with the assumption that a lexical DP requires case, can account
for the contrast between the following examples from English.
(2) a. John tried [ep [IP PRO to win]]
b. *John tried [CP lIP Mary to win]]
(3) a. *John believed [IP PRO to have won the race]]
b. John believed lIP Mary to have won the race]]
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In (2), the control verb tried cannot govern into TP due to the intervening barrier CP and
allows PRO in the embedded subject position. However, a lexical DP cannot appear in the
embedded subject position since case assignment is supposed to be under government in
Chomsky (1981). In contrast, the ECM verb believed in (3) cannot have PRO in its
embedded subject position, which can be filled by a lexical DP. Thus, it seems that the
ECM verb in English takes TP as its complement while a control verb selects a CP
complement.
3.1.1 Overt Object Raising: Speculation
We have seen in the previous chapter that the embedded subject in the ECM construction in
Korean raises up to the matrix object position, that is, the specifier of the matrix Tr in the
overt syntax. The question here is whether the same is true of ECM constructions in
English; whether the subject of the infinitival complement clause of ECM verbs in English
raises to the matrix object position in the overt syntax.
Postal (1974) claims that the embedded subject of ECM verbs in English raises to the
matrix object position at Surface Structure. Following Postal (1974), Ura (1993) suggests
that it is some idiosyncratic lexical property of English ECM verbs that requires the subject
of their infinitival complement clause to raise up to the specifier of the matrix AgrO in the
overt syntax. Under the clause structure assumed in this thesis, the only difference would
be that it is the outer specifier of Tr that the subject in the infinitival complement clause of
ECM verbs moves to in the overt syntax.
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If the subject of the infinitival complement clause in ECM constructions moves up to the
specifier of Tr, we would get the inverse word order between the ECM verb and its
embedded subject as in the case of the overt object shift in Scandinavian languages. 1
(4) *John [TrP Maryi [vp believed [TP ti to have [VP ti kissed Bill]]]]
To resolve the problem, Dra (1993) proposes that English ECM verb raises to a functional
head called J.l2, which immediately selects AgrOP and is immediately selected by TP.
(5) John [f.lP [believed-Agrlv-J.L [AgrOP Maryi tv [yp tv [TP ti to have
[vp ti kissed Bill]]]]]
Ura (1993) then provides the following examples as supporting piece of evidence for his
claim that the ECM verbs raise to Jl in the overt syntax.
(6) a. I've believed John for a long time now to be a liar.
b. I can prove Bob easily to have outweighed Martha's goat.
(Kayne 1985)
(Postal I974)
Since the matrix PP for a long time in (6a) or the matrix adverb easily in (6b) is supposed
to be adjoined to VP, the grammaticality of both examples indicates that the ECM verb as
well as its embedded subject raises into the matrix clause in the overt syntax. Under the
clause structure assumed in this thesis, it would suffice to say that the idiosyncratic lexical
property of English ECM verbs require that they raise and adjoin to T in the overt syntax.
1. See Holmberg (1984) among others.
2. The existence of J.lP has been claimed in Pesetsky (1989) and Johnson (1991).
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(7) .... [TP [believed-Tr]v-Tr [TrP Johnj t\~ [Vp [pp for a long time now]
tv [TP tj to be [yp tj a liar]]]]]
Another supporting piece of evidence in favor of Ura (1993)'s speculation comes from the
following example from Kayne (1985).
(8) *I've believed there for a long time now to be no solution to this problem
Given that expletive there appears only in the position required to be filled by the EPP
feature, there cannot raise any further than the specifier of the infinitival T. Hence the VP-
peripheral PP for a long time now cannot be attached to VP in (8), resulting in
unacceptability.
Since raising of the embedded subject further than up to the specifier of the infinitival T in
ECM constructions is not a major task in this thesis, I will leave the issue of the overt
raising of ECM verbs and the overt object shift of embedded subject into the matrix clause
as a speculation.
3.1.2 Analysis of ECM
I will discuss in this section whether the movement of the embedded subject in an ECM
construction in English goes through the specifier of the infinitival T. I will also discuss
whether raising to the specifier of infinitival T in ECM is driven by the need of feature
checking between the ECMed DP and the infinitival T or serves as a step to satisfy principle
of economy on derivation.
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Previous analyses of ECM in English including Chomsky (1994, 1995) and Collins (1997)
will be first reviewed. More specifically, I will compare the analysis of ECM as driven by
the Extended Projection Principle to the null case hypothesis of ECM. With some empirical
evidence from expletive constructions and locative inversion, I will decide in favor of the
null case hypothesis of ECM with slight modification.
3.1.2.1 The Extended Projection Principle
According to Chomsky (1994), the Extended Projection Principle holds of afl infinitival T
as well as a finite T. Therefore, if the specifier of an infinitival T in an ECM construction is
not overtly filled the derivation will crash. This analysis suggests that the ECM movement
that raises the embedded subject into the specifier of the infinitival T in a structure like (9)
be driven by the strong EPP feature of T.3
(9) I believe John to be smart.
At some point of derivation, the strong EPP feature of the infinitival T forces movement of
John into its specifier. At LF, John raises into the specifier of the matrix AgrO to have its
case and ,-features checked, fonning the following structure.4
(10) [TP I [T' believev [AgrOP Johni AgrO [ Vp tv [TP ti [T' to be[SC ti smart]]]
3. For simplicity, I will adopt. the AgrO version of clause structure for (1), which is assumed in Chomsky
(1994).
4. I leave out some traces in the representation such as the trace of the matrix subject 1, since what is of our
concern in the derivation (2) is the A-chain of (Johni' ti' li).
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As has been noted in chapter 1, the movement of John into the specifier of the embedded T
poses a problem for Greed in the sense of Chomsky (1994), since no feature of Jo.hn is
checked by the result of the movement although the strong EPP feature of the infinitival T
is chf~cked and deleted. ChOIT1Sky (1995) addresses this problem based on the notion of
asymmetric feature checking in the context of the distinction between interpretable and
uninte~rpretablefeatures.
Since only interpretable features enter into interpretation at LF, uninterpretable features
must delete for convergence at LF. An additional assumption that Chomsky proposed is
that a checked feature is deleted whenever possible, i.e., up to recoverability. These
assumptio\ns entail that interpretable features are not deletable while uninterpretable features
should be eliminated when checked. This has the consequence that asymmetric feature
checking results when an uninterpretable feature enters into a checking relation with an
interpretable feature. The uninterpretable feature deletes after checking but the interpretable
feature does not for interpretation at LF.
Together with the replacement of Greed by Last Resort, which allows nlovernent to take
place if the movement results in a checking relation between the moved element and the
head of the checking domain, the movement of John into the specifier of the embedded T is
now considered legitimate without violating economy conditions on movement. The strong
EPP feature of the infinitival T is checked by the D-feature of John and deletes, since the
EPP feature is uninterpretable. On the other hand, the D-feature of John cannot and does
not delete, since it is needed for interpretation at LF.
Collins (1997) tentatively provides a different analysis of ECM, where the null case of an
infinitival T forces the movement of John in (7) into its specifier. His analysis is in
accordance with the spirit of Chomsky (1995) in that ECM involves an asymmetric
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checking relation between the embedded subject and the infinitival T. However, the
asymmetric feature checking in Collins (1997) no more relies on the disti'lction between
interpretable and uninterpretable features.
(11) [TP Johoi
I
[ace]
I
not
checked
[T· to be
I
[null]
I
checked
I
delete
[sc tj smart ]]]
This movement does not violate Last Resort, since it results in a checking relation between
the moved element John and the head of the checking domain to. Further movement of
John into the specifier of the matrix AgrO does not violate Last Resort either, since the
accusative case feature of John is crucially not checked by the ECM movement into the
specifier of the infinitival T in (11). Summing up, John first raises into the specifier of to
due to the strong EPP feature of the infinitival T and at LF it moves into the specifier of the
matrix AgrO due to its accusative case feature.
It seems that Chomsky·s analysis of ECM is superior to the one sketched above, as Collins
himself has mentioned in his book (Collins 1997: chapter 5). The analysis in Collins
(1997) of the English ECM as driven by the null case of an infinitival T has to assulne still
another kind of asymmetric feature checking that is not derived from the distinction
between interpretable and uninterpretable features with regard to the possibility of deletion
after checking~ He assumes that the infinitival T in English has null case that can be
checked off by any undeleted structural case feature, e.g~, nominative or accusative case
feature.
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If a DP with accusative case feature in an ECM construction enters into a checking relation
with the null case of an infinitival T, the nul! case gets deleted after checking, since a case
feature is an uninterpretable feature. Crucially, the accusative case feature of the DP does
not delete not that it is an interpretable feature but it does not properly checked yet. The
assumption here is that the infinitival T is defective compared to a finite T in the sense that it
cannot check any kind of overt structural case feature of a DP.
Therefore, we find still another kind of asymmetric feature checking in this case, which is a
checking relation between a feature that is checked and deleted and a feature that is not yet
checked by the movement and hence cannot delete. Recall that the asymmetric checking
relation in Chomsky (1995) is between features that are both checked by the movement,
one of them an interpretable feature and the other an uninterpretable feature. In a word, the
asymmetric feature checking in Chomsky (1995) depends on the interpretability of features
that enter into checking relation, while the second kind of asymmetric checking proposed in
Collins (1997) depends on the checking capability of features involved in the checking
relation.
Since it is not a desirable move to postulate an additional checking relation, especially if the
grammar can dispense with it, Collins (1997) abandons the null case analysis of ECM and
adopts the analysis of ECM proposed in Chomsky (1995) that the EPP feature of the
embedded T drives the ECM movement. Once we adopt this analysis, we can maintain that
the asymmetric feature checking relies solely on the interpretability of the features involved
in the checking relation.
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3.1.2.2 The Null Case Hypothesis
There seems to be at least one piece of evidence in favor of the null case analysis of ECM,
which relies on the case property of the infinitival T rather than the EPP feature of T.
Collins (1997) discusses examples of expletive constructions and locative inversion in
English and concludes that the EPP feature of T and the case feature of T can be
independently satisfied.
(12) a. [TP [a man]i [T' arrivesv [TrP tj [vp tv [pp at the party]]]]]
b. [TP there [T' arrivesv [TrP a man [Vp tv [pp at the party]]]]]
(13) a. [TP Johni [T' rolledv [TrP tj [vp tv [pp down the hill]]]]]
b. [TP [pp down the hill]i [T' rolledv [TrP John [vp tv til]]]
Suppose the expletive there in (12b) satisfies the EPP feature of T and checks the
nominative case feature of T at the same time. Then T would not have any case feature to
check against the DP a man. The derivation \vould crash since a man has unchecked and
undeleted nominative case feature that cannot be interpreted at LF. Furthermore, the
expletive there cannot check the ~-features of T and V either, since the agreement takes
place between the verb and the post-verbal DP. These facts led Collins (1997) to conclude
that there does not have any case featureS and it only satisfies the EPP feature of T.
Similarly, in the locative inversion construction in (13b) the fronted PP seems to satisfy the
EPP feature ofT, while the case feature ofT is checked against the post-verbal DP JOh11.6
One additional assumption is that the PP enters into a checking relation with the EPP
5. See Chomsky (1995: Chapter 4) for more arguments that there lacks case features.
6. See Branigan (1993) for the mechanism of nominative case checking in locative inversion conalructions.
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feature of T, \vhir:h is against the analysis in Chomsky (1995) that it is the D-feature of DP
that enters into a checking relation with the EPP feature of T.7 It is obvious however that
the EPP feature of T is satisfied by any constituent that occupies its specifier position.
Keeping that in mind, consider the following ECM constructions from English.
(14) a. I believed [TP Johnj [T' to have [SC ti rolled [pp down the hill]]]]
b. *1 believed [TP [PP down the hill]j [T' to have [TrP [Trl rolled [SC John ti ]]]]]
If the movement of the embedded subject into the specifier of the infinitival T is driven by
the strong EPP feature of the embedded T, the structure in (14b) should be legitimate since
we have seen in the normal locative inversion structures that a fronted PP can check the
EPP feature ofT. The ungrammaticality of (14b) shows us that it is not the EPP feature that
forces the embedded subject to raise overtly into the specifier of the infinitival T in the
ECM constructions.
It seems that the fronted PP both in the locative inversion structure in (13b) and in the
locative inversion in the complement clause of an ECM verb in (14b) satisfies the EPP for
the T. The difference between the two cases rather involves case feature checking. In
(13b), the nominative case feature ofT can be checked against the DP John at LF. Collins
(1997) assumes that the formal features of John raise and adjoin to T at LF. The case
feature of John enters into a checking relation with T and both features get deleted. In
(14b), the accusative case feature of John raises into the specifier of the matrix AgrO at LF
7. Collins (1997) explores two possibilities to ensure that PP enters into a checking relation with the EPP
feature of T. First, it is the DP the hill that is inside the PP that checks the EPP feature of T just as wh-
movement can pied-pipe a PP.
(i) Under which bed did Betty hide the candy?
A second possibility is to allow any categorial feature to enter into a checking rel"tion with the EPP feature
of T. Hence the P-feature of the PP checks and deletes the EPP feature of T. I will leave this issue open
since what is of concern here is that a constituent other than DP can raise to satisfy the EPP feature.
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and have its case feature checked. However, the null case feature of the embedded T is not
checked, since the null case is checked only against a DP with undeleted case feature not by
a PP. Notice that raising and adjoining John to the embedded T at LF will not result in the
checking of th~ null case feature since it is a strong feature that needs to be checked and
deleted in the overt syntax.8 Hence the derivation crashes due to the unchecked null case
feature of T. The impossibility of locative inversion in the context of ECM thus strongly
suggests that it is the null case feature of the infinitival T that drives the overt raising of the
embedded subject.
If we adopt the analysis of ECM as driven by the null case feature of the infinitival T, 'A'e
go back to the problem of postulating the second type of asymmetric checking that relies
upon the checking capability of features that enter into the checking relation rather than
upon the distinction between interpretable and uninterpretabJe features. However, there
seems to be a way out of this dilemma. Consider the following ECM construction.
(15) I believe there to be no solution to this problem.
In (15) an expletive there appears in the specifier position of the infinitival T and hence
must check the null case feature of to. This is inconsistent with the assumption on the null
case checking proposed in Collins (1997), since we have seen from (12) that there has no
case feature to be checked. Recall that null case is assumed to be checked only by a DP
with an undeleted case feature.
If the movement of there to the specifier of the infinitival T is required for the checking of
the null case of an infinitival T, it seems quite obvious that it is not some kind of case
8. The null case feature of an infinitival 'f in the ECM construction in English must be strong to drive the
overt movement of the embeddel1 subject into its specifier position.
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feature that enters into a checking relation with the null case of T. Suppose instead that it is
the D-feature of DP that checks the null case of T. This modification of the null case
hypothesis gives us two advantages: one empirical and the other theoretical.
The analysis just sketched above is consistent with the fact that a caseless DP can appear in
the subject position of an illfinitival T in a ECM construction with an expletive (=15) but a
PP cannot as we have noticed in the ECM with locative inversion in (13b). Both there and
a fronted PP lack a case feature. The difference between a caseless DP and a PP is the
presence of a D-feature. A DP without a case feature can check the null case of an infinitival
T, since the DP has a D-feature, while a PP without a D-feature cannot check the null
case.9
Turning to a theoretical issue, the modification of the null case hypothesis makes it possible
for the grammar to dispense with the second kind of asymmetric feature checking due to an
unchecked feature. Given that it is the D-feature of a DP that enters into a checking relation
with the null case of an infinitival T, the D-feature cannot delete after checking since it is an
interpretable feature needed at LF for convergence.
Summing up, I have presented in this section that the movement of the embedded subject
into the specifier of the infinitival T in an ECM environment is driven by the null case of the
infinitival T that requires to be overtly checked against the D-feature nf DP. This results in
an asymmetric checking relation between the embedded subject and the infinitival T. The
strong EPP feature can be also satisfied by this movement but crucially it is not the driving
force of ECM, since a constituent without a D-feature cannot appear in the embedded
9. We cannot assume that a D-feature of DP inside a PP to enters into a checking relation with the null case
of T, since it has the consequence of allowing locative inversion in an ECM construction , where a PP
occupies the embedded subject position. This in tum leads us to decide in favor of the possibility that any
categorial feature can license the EPP feature of T, which was mentioned in footnote 4. Hence we rule out
the possibility of checking between features that are not in a direct spec-head configuration.
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subject position of the complement clause of an ECM verb. Note again that any constituent
in the specifier of the embedded T would suffice for checking of the EPP feature, since it
can be licensed by any categorial feature.
3.2 Raising Construction in English and French
Another case of A-movement across TP is found in raising constructions in English and
French.
(16) a. Johni seems [TP ti to be [SC ti in the room]]
b. DSi semblent [TP ti [SC ti parler Anglais]]
"They seem to speak English. II
These sentences involve so-called successive cyclic A-movement as in the case of ECM.
The IDovement of John to the specifier of the embedded T in (16a) satisfies Last Resort,
since the D-feature of John enters into a checking relation with the EPP feature of the
infinitival T. The EPP feature of the infinitival T deletes since it is uninterpretable. The D-
feature of John is not deleted since it is needed for interpretation at I.JF. After this step,
John raises into the specifier of the matrix T, sati~fyingLast Resort. The D-feature of John
again enters into a checking relation with the EPP feature of the matrix T.I0 The French
example in (16b) undergoes the same derivation.
Now consider the following unacceptable examples.
10. Fo~ the claim that the ,-features of a DP may enter into several agreement relations while the case
fatures of a DP cannot enter into a several checking relation, see Chomsky (1995) and Collins (1997).
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(17) a. *Johni seems that ti is in the room
b. *nSj semblent que ti parlent Anglais
IIThey seem that e speak English. rr
Although the movement of John to the specifier of the embedded T in (17a) satisfies Last
Resort by establishing checking relation between the D-feature of John and the EPP feature
of the embedded T, further raising of John causes the sentence to crash due to the undeleted
case feature of the matrix T. The case feature of John must have been checked and deleted
as a result of the checking relation established between John and the embedded finite T for
checking of the EPP feature of the embedded T. Notice that case cannot enter into multiple
checking relations, since case counts as an uninterpretable feature, which must delete after
checking. Mter the nominative case feature of John is checked by the embedded T and
deletes, raising John to the specifier of the matrix T does not result in checking of the
nominative case feature of the matrix T. This step still satisfies Last Resort, since the
movement is driven by the EPP feature of the matrix T, which can be checked by the
undeleted D-feature of John. Again, the corresponding example in French given in (17b)
illustrates the same point.
3.3 Summary
I have so far considered instances of legitimate A-movement by examining ECM
construction in English and raising constructions in English and French, which involve two
feature che.cking relations. One is for checking of the strong EPP feature of the embedded T
and the other is for checking of the case feature on the moved elemeklt itself. Both in ECM
constructions in English and raising constructions in English and French, the embedded
subject moves into the specifier of the infinitival T to establish a checking relation between
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the D-feature of moved element and the null case feature of the infinitival T. After checking
the null case of the infinitival T, the null case deletes due to uninterpretability, but the D-
feature on the moved element does not delete since it is an interpretable feature. In ECM
constructions in English, the moved element, that is, the ECMed DP has accusative case
feature and raises into the specifier of the matrix Tr for accusative case checking. In raising
constructions, the moved element has nominative case feature and raises into the specifier
of the matrix T for nominative case checking.
In the following chapter, I will discuss ECM constructions in French and Italian, which
seems to be a prerequsite to provide an answer to one of the questions raisied in chapter 2;
what renders A-movement out of CP illicit in the theory of grammar?
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Chapter 4
LOCALITY CONDITION ON CHAINS
4.1 ECM Construction in French and Italian
Kayne (1983) reports that French does not have so-called ECM constructions in the sense
that an infinitival complement clause cannot take a lexical subject. Rizzi (1982) discusses
corresponding constructions in Italian, which does not allow an embedded infinitival clause
with a lexical subject either. In contrast to English ECM, however, both French and Italian
allow PRO as a subject of an infinitival clause.
(1) French ECM
a. Ie crois [pRO avoir fait one erreur]
III believe PRO to have made a mistake."
b. *Je crois [Jean etJe Ie plus intelligent de tous]
"I believe John to be the most intelligent of all. n
(2) Italian ECM
a. Ritengo [di PRO avere sempre fatto il 000 dovere]
"I believe PRO to have always done my duty. II
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(Kayne 1983)
b. *?Possiamo ritenere [queste persone avere sempre fatto illoro dovere]
IIWe can believe these persons to have always done my duty." (Rizzi 1982)
The aistribution of PRO and a lexical subject in (I) and (2) suggests that the verbs like
croir"believe" or ritenere"believe ll take CP as its complement, since the PRO theorem
requires that a clause containing PRO in its subject position be a CP. If the embedded
clause in the above examples from French and Italian is a bare CP, PRO cannot appear in
its subject position since the matrix verb would govern PRO.
4.1.1 A '-chain Rescues ECM
Kayne (l'~83) also observes that unacceptable ECM constructions in French such as ( I b) is
rescued if the subject of the infinitival complement clause has been extracted. Rizzi (1982)
reports that Italian behaves like French and thus allows a lexical subject in the infinitival
complement clause if it undergoes A'-movement.
(3) French ECM
a. Quel gar~on crois-tu [ t etre Ie plus intelligent de tous]
"Which boy do you believe to be intelligent of all?"
b. Le gar~on que je crois [t etre malade]
"TIle boy who I believed to be sick"
(4) Italian ECM
(Kayne 1983)
(Massanl 1985)
a. Quante di queste persone possiamo ritenere [ t aver sempre fatto illoro
doveres]
"How many of these persons can we believe to have always done their duties?"
(Rizzi 1982)
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b. L'uomo che Gianni riteneva [t essere una brava persona]
liThe man who Gianni believed to be a nice guy"
As we can see from the above structures, a wh-trace can appear in the slJbject position of an
infinitival complement clause in French and Italian. Hence, PRO and a wh-trace are
grouped together, being in complementary distribution with a lexical subject. This poses a
problem on the Case theory that a lexical NP and a variable should behave in the same way
with regard to the Case Filter; both of them need case. Recall that in English an infinitival
complement of an ECM verb can take either a lexical subject or a wh-trace.
Kayne (1983) and Rizzi (1982) account for these facts by assuming that the matrix verb
assigns case to COMP, which makes it possible for a wh-trace in COMP to satisfy the Case
Filter. Since COMP is not considered a path for wh-movement in the Minimalist
framework, we need to come up with a new analysis for these contrasts between
FrenchlItalian and English regarding the distribution of PRO, a wh-trace, and a lexical
subject.
4.1.2 Locality 0/ A-chain.- Speculation
Before we further explore the aforementioned problem in FrenchlItalian ECM, take a look
at the following examples.
(5) a. *L'amei a ere [ ti demontree etre inlDlortel}e]
liThe soul has been demonstrated to be immortal. fJ
b. *[Questa donna]i era temuta [ ti aver tradito Ja nastra causa]
"This woman was feared to have betrayed our cause."
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(Kaylle 1983)
(Rizzi 1981)
The ill-formedness of the above examples from French and Italian indicates that an NP-
trace is not allowed in the subject position of an infinitival clause either. Passivization,
which counts as A-movement, does not rescue otherwise unacceptable ECM constructions
in French and Italian. It is only a wh-trace that is permissible as a subject of an infinitival
complement. This fact is again in contrast with English, which allows pa~sivization out of
ECM constructions as well as wh-movement.
(6) a. Johnj is believed [ ti to be smart ]
b. Whoj is believed [ tj to be smart ]
Given below is a summary of what is allowed in the subject position of an embedded
infinitival clause in English and French! Italian.
(7) Subject of an infinitival complement clause
lexical NP NP-trace wh-trace PRO
English yes yes yes *
FrenchlItalian * * yes yes
In English, the PRO theorem, paired with the assumption that ECM verbs in English take
an IP complement, can easily explain why PRO is not allowed as a subject in the
complement clause of an ECM verb; PRO would be governed in that position by the matrix
verb. Any constituent other than PRO is permissible in English as the subject of an
infinitival complement clause under the assumption that any categorial feature can check the
null case feature of an infinitival T.
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If the null case hypothesis also holds of French and Italian, there is no reason a lexical NP
and an NP-trace are ruled out while a wh-trace and PRO are allowed in the specifier
position of the infinitival T. We need to find out what is the property that groups a lexical
NP and an NP-trace together while excluding a wh-trace and PRO. The answer seems to lie
in the property of chain that is fonned from the specifier position of an infinitival T.
A lexical subject in the specifier of an infinitival T should undergo further A-movement to
have its case feature properly checked. LikeYlise, an NP-trace indicates that it has raised
into an A-position from the specifier of the embedded T. In contrast, neither a wh-trace nor
PRO needs to undergo A-movement from the subject position in an embedded infinitival
clause. PRO need not move from its base position since it does not require an overt
structural case, which forces A-movement.
This distinction is however not enough to account for the contrast between FrenchlItalian
and English, since the same distinction must hold of English as well as French and Italian.
It seems that the most simple solution to this problem can be found by relating the different
clausal status of the complement of ECM verbs in two types of languages with the above-
mentioned property of chain. Recall that one of the major differences between English and
FrenchlItalian ECM is that English ECM verbs take IP complements while FrenchlItalian
ECM verbs take CP as their complements.
In English, both A-movement and wh-movement out of an infinitival complement clause of
ECM verbs are allowed, which indicates that both A- and A'-chain can be fonned across a
TP boundary. On the other hand, French and Italian allow wh-extraction but not NP-
extraction from a CP complement of ECM verbs. This contrast seems to implicate that A-
movement cannot take place across CP although wh-movement can. Under this
assumption, the distribution of PRO in the subject position of an embedded infinitival
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clause in French and Italian is no problem since PRO does not need to undergo any kind of
movement.
We might then ask why A-movement out of a CP complernent should be considered
illegitimate. What is the difference between A-movement and AI-movement with regard to
extraction out of CP? One major difference is: A'-movement out of a CP complement can
and must go through the specifier of the embedded CP, \\/hich is considered to be an A'-
position, while A-movement cannot and need not go through the specifier of the embedded
CP, since it does not count as a closer position under the Relativized minimality. However,
the intuition here is that it is the specifier of CP crossed in a link. of an A-chain that renders
A-movement out of CP illicit. Actually we can find a similar situation in English: so-called
allege-type verbs, which were first discussed in Postal (1974) and Pesetsky (1991).
(8) a. *He alleged [Melvin to be a pimp]
b. Who did they allege [ t to be a pimp] (Postal 1974)
The contrast in (8a-b) shows that the verb allege behaves just like French and Italian ECM
verbs; wh-extraction of the subject in an infinitival complement clause rescues otherwise
offending construction. Given that this type of situation is found across languages, it is
worthwhile to consider in following sections how to fonnulate a locality condition on A-
chain in the minimalist framework and what would be its consequences on the theory of
grammar in general.
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4.2 Locality Condition on Chains and Minimality
4.2.1 Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990)
Rizzi (1990) proposed Relativized Minimality as a locality condition on government. to
reduce ambiguity in government relations. Since antecedent government as well as head
government is assumed to respect Relativized Minimality, it has some consequences on the
theory of movement by imposing constraints on the notion of government.
(9) Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990)
X a-governs Y only if there is no Z such that
(i) Z is a typical potential a-governor for Y,
(ii) Z c-commands Y and does not c-command X.
(10) (i) Z is a typical potential antecedent governor for Y, Y in an A-chan
=Z is an A-specifier c-commanding Y.
(ii) Z is a typical potential antecedent governor for Y, Y in an A'-ehain
=Z is an A'-specifier c-commanding Y.
(iii) Z is a typical potential antecedent governor for Y, Y itl an X0-chain
= Z is a head c-commanding Y.
Since antecedent government is assumed to be a property of chains, Relativized Minimality
distinguishes three subcases as given in (10), depending on whether Y is a member in an
A-chain, A'-chain or head-chain. In other words, minimality effects are triggered by
potential governor of the different kinds for the chains of different properties. As for A-
chains, Relativized Minimality can account for impossibility of the so-called Super Raising.
(11) *Johni seems that it is likely [ ti to win]
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(Rizzi 1990)
The trace of John in (II) cannot be antecedent governed under Relativized Minimality
since the intervening A-specifier it blocks the government relation between John and its
trace. Notice that it is only A-specifiers that interfere with antecedent government in A-
chains. Hence presence of AI-specifiers does not block antecedent government in passive
structures.
(12) Ce livrei a ere beaucoltp consulte tj
IIThis book was a lot consulted. II (Rizzi 1990)
In (12), the adverb beaucoup, which occupies an AI-position, does not block antecedent
government between ce livre and its trace!; the structure is grammatical.
As noted earlier, however, Relativized Minimality cannot block A-movement out of CP,
which seems to be responsible for the impossibility of ECM in French and Italian, whether
the specifier of CP in these languages counts as an A-position or an AI-position. If the
specifier of CP is an A-position, the moved element can go through the position and satisfy
Relativized Minimality. If the specifier of CP is an AI-position, it is "invisible ll to A-chain
in the sense that intervening A'-positions cannot interfere with.
4.2.2 Minimal Link Condition (Chomsky 1995)
Chomsky (1995) proposes ~1inimal Link Condition, which replace RelativiL:ed Minimality,
to account for the impossibility of Super Raising and Wh-island violation.
1. As Rizzi (1990) points out, the passive trace may satisfy the ECP through theta-government by the
verb. However, under the Minimal Link Condition (=MLC) proposed in Chomsky (1995), which requires
that at a given stage of derivation, a longer link from a to K cannot be fonned if there is a short legitimate
link from Pto K, passive structures cannot have any A-specifiers intervening between the subject and its
trace.
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(13) a can raise to target K only if there is no legitimate operation Move-p targeting
K, where pis closer to K
(14) A legitimate operation is one satisfying Last Resort
(15) Last Resort
Move-F raises F to target K only if F enters into a checking relation with a
sublabel of K
Consider how MLC would rule out a wh-island violation in the following example.
(16) *Howj do you wonder [which problemj [PRO to solve tj tj ]]
Since there exsits a legitimate operation that raises which problem to the specifier of the
matrix CP, where which problem is closer to the target than the moved wh-phrase how,
(16) crashes due to a violation of MLC. Notice that raising of which problem to the
specifier of the matrix CP satisfies Last Resort, since the movement would establishes a
checking relation of the moved wh-phrase and [+wh] feature of C.
Now take a look at the case of Super Raising structure given below in (17).
(17) *Johni seems [that [TP2 it is likely [TPI ti to win ]]]]
Raising of John to the specifier of the matrix TP violates MLC, since th,-~ intervening A..
speicifer it may raise to the same position and satisfies Last Resort. However, raising of it
to the specifier of the matrxi TP does not rescue the construction either, since the case
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feature of it has been checked and deleted in the specifier of TP2. Hence, the structure still
crashes due to the unchecked case feature of the matrix T in (17).
However, MLC still cannot account for the impossibility of A-movement out of CP.
Raising of the ECMed DP across the specifier of the embedded CP does not violate MLC,
since C has no feature to attract the ECMed DP. That is. raising of the ECMed DP to the
specifier of the embedded CP does not satisfy Last Resort and cannot be a legitimate
operation for MLC.
4.2.3 Locality Condition on Chains
We have speculated in section 4.1.2 thai. !he follo'.'/ing ECM structures in French and
Italian are unacceptable since the embedded subject should be extracted out of CP at LF to
check the case feature on the ECMed DP, which counts as illicit A-movement. Hence wh-
extraction of the embedded subject rescues othenvise offending ECM strucmres.
(18) a. *Je crois [Cp Jean etre Ie plus intelligent de tous]
"I believe John to be the most intelligent of all. II (Kayne 1983)
(19)
b. *?Possiamo ritenere [cp queste persone avere sempre fatto illoro dovere]
"We can believe these persons to have always done my duty." (Rizzi 1982)
DPi [ep [TP tj
I X ,I
To provide an account for the imposs~bility of A-movement out of CP, I propose the
following locality condition on chain formation.
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(20) Locality Condition on Chajns(=LCCl
A chain (ai, ... til is legitimate if every link of the chain is local.
(2 I) (i) A link in an A-chain is local if there is no shorter link satisfying the
uniformity condition on chain.
(ii) A link in an A'-chain is local if there is no shorte link satisfying Last Resort.
The notion of fllocalityu is defined in the context of c-command, the uniformity condition
on chain proposed in Chomsky (1995), and Last Resort fonnulated in Collins (1997).
(22) unifonnity condition on chains
A chain is uniform with regard to phrase structure status
(23) Last Resort
(Chomsky 1995)
Move raises a to the checking domain of a he&d H with a feature F only if the
feature of H enters into a checking relation with a feature F of Cl.
(Collins 1997)
The uniformity condition on chain ensures that Lee maintains the distinction between XP-
movement and head movement. notice that Lee still distinguishes bet\veen A- and A'-
movement by defining the notion of locality in the context of Last Resort for AI-movement.
Let us see how Lee would work to account for instances of illegitimate chains that used to
be ruled out due to a violation of Relativized Minimality. Consider the following structure,
which involves extraction of adjuncts from a wh-island.
(24) *Howi do you wonder [ which problemj [ PRO to solve tj tj ]]
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In (24), the chain formed by wh-movement of how is not legitimate since the link between
ti and how is not local. A shorter link satisfying Last Resort exists, which is raising of how
to the specifier of the embedded CP with a wh-feature that can enter into a checking relation
with how. Since it is not a possible operation due to the wh-phrase which problem
occupying the specifier of the embedded CP, the structure crashes due to a violation of the
Lce.
Now consider the following unacceptable structure with Super Raising.
(25) *Johni seems [ that [TP2 it is likely [TPI ti to win ]]]]
Raising of John to the specifier of the matrix TP across it induces a violation of LeC; the
link fonned by the movement is not local due to the intervening specifier it.
Finally, let us see how LeC would rule out A-movement out of CP and account for the
impossibility of ECM in French and Italian. Consider the following structure.
(26) DPi [CP [TP ti
I' X. I
Movement of the ECMed DP from the specifier of the embedded infinitival T across the
specifier of the embedded CP violates LeC. The link formed by the movement is not local
since there is a shorter link satisfying the unifonnity condition on chain, \vhich is to raise
the ECMed DP into the specifier of the embedded CP. Recall that for A-chains, a legitimate
link is one satisfying unifonnity condition on chain, not Last Resort.
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Note that movement of the ECMed OP to the specifier of the embedded CP will satisfy
Lee, but the derivation wouls still crash; further movement of thre ECMed DP from the
specifier of the embedded CP to the specifier of the matrix Tr for case checking will yield
an illicit chain of A-A'-A configuration.
Lee can also provide an explanation why A'-movement, but not additional A-movement,
rescues otherwise offending ECM construction in French and Italian. The ECMed wh-
phrase in these languages first raises to the specifier of the infinitval T to satisfy the
nominal EPP feature of the infinitival T. Crucially, wh-phrase needs not raise to the
specifier of the embedded CP, since no checking relation can be established as a result of
the movement. The shortest legitimate link satisfying Last Resort fa·om the specifier of the
embedded CP would result from the raising of the wh-phrase into the specifier of the
matrix Tr; the movement establishes a checking relation between the accusative case feature
of the raised wh-phrase and the case feature of Tr. Finally, the wh-phrase raises into the
specifier of tIle matrix CP for [+wh] feature checking, satisfying Lee.
Can Lee also account for the impossibility of applying passivization to ECM
constructions? Since passivization foons an A..chain as a result of the movement driven by
nominative case feature checking, Lee requires that the passive chain go through every
intervening specifier position. Again, the specifier of the embedded CP induces a violation
of LCe if the ECMed DP undergoing passivization skips the specifier of the embedded CP.
If the passive chain goes through the specifier of CP to satisfy LeC, the structure is still
deviant since the resulting chain has the illicit configuration of A-Ai-A.
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4.3 Sttmmary
I have discussed in this chapter ECM constructions in French and Italian and proposed
Locality Condition on Chains to accout for some problematic behavior found in French and
Italia ECM. The basic ideas incorporated in the formulation of Lee is that A-chain has a
very local nature; it is required that every link in an A-chain should not skip a single
specifier position. This has a consequence on the theory of movement and economy; there
exists movement which does not satisfy Last Resort, such as raising of the ECMed DP to
the specifier of the embedded DP.
Another consequence of Lee on the theory of movement is that wh-movement needs not
be always successive-cyclic.. If the embedded C does not have [+wh] feature to enter into a
checking relation with the moved wh-phrase, Lee does not require that the A'-chain goes
through the specifier of the embedded specifier of CP. According to the spirit of economy
on derivation, unnecessary operation should not take place and wh-movement out of CP,
whose head does not contain [+wh] feature should not be successive-cyclic.
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Chapter 5
AlA'.DISTINCTION REVISITED
5.1 Problem: A-movement out of CP
The ECM constructions in Korean examined in chapter 2 have still left us with a puzzle;
what makes it possible for A-movement to take place out of CP despite an apparent
vioaltion of Locality Condition on Chains proposed in chapter 4. The answer to this
problem will have a consequence of resolving the difference between ECM constructions in
Korean on one hand and French and Italian on the other. That is, why Korean allows a
lexical subject in the CP complement of ECM predicates, while a lexical subject is not
pennissible in regular ECM constructions in French and Italian.
To provide an answer to the aforementioned question, I will propose and discuss in this
chapter a theoretical assumption that the specifier of CP can count as an A-position in
Korean depending on the availability of verb raising. This assumption will account for the
difference between the ECM constructions in Korean and FrenchlItaiian with regard to the
possibility of a lexical subject in the embedded clause, which was noticed in chapter 1.
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5.2 ECM out of CP: Spec CP as an A-position
As in French and Italian ECM constructions, Korean ECM predicates take CP as its
complement. The status of the embedded clause of an ECM predicate as a CP in Korean
has been already claimed in section 2.2.1.
(I) John-un [Cp Mary-lui
John-Top Mary-Ace
erisek-ess-ta-ko ] miblunta
be stupid- past-decl-eomp believe
flJohn believes Mary to have been stupid."
The presence of the past tense marker and an overt complementizer in (I) indicate that the
embedded clause must be a CP in Korean, not TP as in English. A question then might
arise what makes it possible for the ECMed NP in Korean to move out of a CP. If an
embedded subject moves across the CP boundary, it will result in the violation of the
Locality Condition on Chains, which basically prevents A-movement out of CP. The link
crossing the specifier of C is an offending link since it skips an intervening specifier
position. There exists a shorter legitimate link satisfying the uniformity condition on chain,
that is, raising of the ECMed DP to the specifier of the embedded CP. However, this
movement wouls result in an illicit chain of A-A'-A configuration, as noted in the cae of
French and Italian ECM constructions.
Following the spirit of Yoon (1993), I propose here that the specifier of CP in ECM
environment counts as an A-position in Korean that provides an escape hatch for the
ECMed ~t> to move out of a CP complement.
(2) [ep [TP Subj-uI V] Comp] VECM
___11 1
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The need for the A'-status of the specifier of CP in languages such as English, French, or
Italian mainly comes from overt lIvh-movement, since an operator cannot be in an A-
position. However, as is well-known, Korean does not employ overt wh-movement, and
there is no strong empirical evidence that the specifier of CP should count as an A'-
position. In fact, there is some evidence in favor of the specifier of CP as an A-positiun in
Korean.
For instance, Whitman (1989) claims that the base-generated topic in Korean occupies an
A-position that is higher than the specifier of IP: the specifier of CP.
(3) a. lcp yelum kwail-un lIP swupak-i
summer fruit-Top water melon-Nom
liAs for summer fruits, water melon is delicious. 1I
masissta ]]
is delicious
b. [ep kikyekwa-nun [IP MIT-ka hankuk haksayng-ul manhi ppopnunta]]
mech. eng.-Top MIT-Nom Korean students-Ace many admit
liAs for mechanical engineering, MIT gives admission to lots of Korean
students."
Note that these constructions with a base-generated topic do not allow the nominative
subject to be ECMed.
(4) a. *na-nun [swupak-ulli [ep yelum kwail-un [IP Ii masissta ]-ko]
I-Top water melon-Ace summer fruit-Top be delicious-eomp
mitnunta
believe
III believe water melon, as for summer fruit, to be delicious. II
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b. *na-nun [MIT-Bolli [ep kikyekwa-nun [IP Ii hankuk haksayng-ul
I-Top MIT-Ace mech. eng.-Top Korean students-Ace
manhi ppopnunta ]-ko] sayngkakhanta
many admit-comp think
"I think Mrf, as for mechanical engineering, to give admisiion to lots of
Korean students. II
This would follow from the two assumptions that (a) the specifier of CP is an A-position
that can host a base-generated topic and that (b) ECM out of CP is possible only when the
specifier of CP can function as an escape hatch. ECM thus becomes impossible when the
specifier of CP is filled at S-stnlcture with an overt element such as a base-generated topic
in (4); the structure crashes since it violates Lee due to the intervening topic in the specifier
of the embedded CP that prevents the ECMed DP in the specifier of the embedded TP from
fanning a shorter legitimate chain, which is raising to the specifier of the embedded CPt
Returning to the acceptable ECM construction in Koran, we can easily solve the puzzle
why ECM in Korean allows an appraent violation of Lee if we assume that the specifier of
C in Korean counts as an A-position in an ECM environment. If the specifier of the
embedded CP in an ECM cosntruction functions as an A-position, the ECMed DP moves
from the specifier of the embedded T to the specifier of the embedded C and satisfies Lee,
fanning a legitimate chain of A-A-A configuration.
With the' assumption that the specifier of CP can count as an A-position in Korean, it is
possible to provide a plausible account why Korean allows ECM out of CP, while obeying
Lee. It is however not clear at this point what renders the specifier of CP an A-position in
Korean, while it functions as an A'-position in other languages such as French and Italian.
In the following section, I will provide a new notion of AlA'-distinction, which crucially
relies on the derivation in the overt syntax, especially, on the availability of verb raising.
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5.3 Derivational AlA'-Distinction
The distinction of AlA'-position, which has been playing a crucial role in the theory of
movement, is based on the X-bar theoretical assumption that the property of each specifier
position is detennined by the nature of its head. If a head has a theta-role or a case feature
to assign, its specifier counts as an A-position, since it is a "potential" theta- or case
position. For instance, the specifier of IP under the VP-intemal subject hypothesis is no
longer an A-position if we take only theta-positions as A-positions. The external theta-role
of the verb i£ assigned to the specifier of VP, which is the base position of the subject.
However, the specifier of IP still counts as an A-position even under the VP-intemal
Subject Hypothesis, since it is a case position where nominative case checking takes place
against the raised subject. Under this traditional definition of AlA'-distinction, the specifier
of CP can never become an A-position, since no theta-marking or case marking ns done
between C and its specifier.
Following the spirit of Diesing (1990), who suggests the possibility of a single specifier
functioning as either A- or A'-position on the basis of the facts froro the subject movement
in Yiddish, I will put forth a new definition of AlAI-distinction, which depends on the
derivation in the overt syntax.
(5) a. A specifier of a head that contains a lexical category (=N,V,A,P) or a trace of a
lexical category in the overt syntax counts as an A-position
b. All other specifiers count as AI-positions
This definition yields a dramatic consequence when combined with the overt verb raising.
Suppose a language LI has overt V-to-T raising. This movement will render the specifier
of T an A-position, since it is a specifier of the head that contains a lexical category V,
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which is raised and adjoined to T. The specifier of VP still remains as an A-position; the V
head now contains its trace, which is f.\ trace of a lexical category. Hence, as a result of V-
to-T raising, botl1 the specifier of V anti T become A-positions in Lt. IfL2 allows V-to-C
raising in the overt syntax, we get the n~sult that the specifier of C in L2 counts as an A-
position as well as the specifier of T and ", which contain a trace of V.
Suppose Korean is L2; V-to-C raising tal:es place in the overt syntax in Korean. This
movement will render the specifier of C an ,A-position, which in tum provides an escape
hatch for A-movement to take place from CP without violating Lee.) A supporting piece
of evidence for the derivational distinction of .AlA'-position comes from the subject-verb
inversion construction in Italian reported in Rizzi (1982).
(6) Suppongo [cp [non esser]i la situazione tj suscettible di ulteriori migiotamenti]
"I suppose not-ta-be the situation susceptible of further improvements."
If verb raises to C and precedes an embedded subject in the complement clause of an ECM
predicate in Italian, ECM out of CP becomes possible. That is, the infinitival complement
of an ECM verb can have a lexical subject when subject-verb inversion takes place in the
embedded clause. This phenomenon is not at all surprising under the derivational definition
of NA'-distinction. The V-to-C raising in the embedded clause renders the specifier of the
embedded C an A-position, since C 'contains a lexical category V after the verb raising.
Now Italian ECM can proceed just like ECM in Korean; the ECMed DP can go through the
A-specifier of the embedded Cp and satisfies Lee. In other words, subject-verb inversion
in Italian "rescues" otherwise offending ECM with a lexical embedded subject by turning
the specifier of the embedded C into a A-position through V-to-C raising.
1. Some arguments for the overt V-to-C raising in Korean will appear in the appendix at the end of this
chapter. See also Kim (1997) for overt V-to-T raising in Korean.
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5.4 Interaction of ECM and Wh-movement
5.4.1 ECM out 0/ Embedded Question
With the assumption that the specifier of CP can count as an A-position in Korean, we
could provide a plausible account why Korean allows ECM out of CP despite an apparent
violation of Lee. I will consider in this section some consequences of this claim on wh-
movement, which is assumed to closely related to the property of C and its specifier.
Take a look at the following unacceptable ECM sbUclures from Korean.
(7) a. John-un [ Mary-kal*lul
Juhn-Top Mary-Nom/Ace
wassnun-ci ]
came-whether
kwungkumhayssta
wondered
"lohn wondered whether Mary came."
b. John-un [Mary-kal*loI
John-Top Mary-Nom-Acc
erisekun-ci ]
was stupid-whether
a1kosipessta
waned-to-know
11John wanted to know whether Mary was stupid."
As the unacceptability of the above examples shows, it is impossible to create an ECM
construction from an embedded question marked with the complementizer -ci'whetherll in
Korean. The same is true when the embedded question contains a wh-phrase.
(8) a. na-llun
I-Top
[ nu-kal*nwukwu-Iul
who-Nomlwho-Acc
wassnun-ci ]
came-whether
kwungkumhata
wonder
"I wonder who came."
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b. na-nun
I-Top
[ mwues-iJ*uJ
what-Nom/Ace
mwunceyin-ei ]
be problem-whether
alkosipta
want-to-knO\V
III want to know what is a problem...
The impossibility of alternative case marking on the embedded DP subject or wh-phrase in
(7)-(8) shows that a predicate that selects as its complement a question headed by the
complementizer -ci'whether' does not allow ECM constnlctions~ Suppose the nature of a
specifier being an AlA'-position is detennined in the overt syntax. It seems then quite
plausible that embedded questions do not all0\\' ECM. Remember that ECM as A-
movement across a CP boundary is possible only when the specifier of CP provides an
escape hatch as an A-position so that the resulting chain would not violate Lee.
Then the ill-formedness of (7)-(8) with ECM out of indirect question seems to be rather due
to the uncheked [+Q] or [+wh] feature. After V-to-C raising takes place in the embedded
clause in (7)-(8) in the overt syntax, the specifier of C becomes an A-position. At LF, the
[+Q] feature in yes-no indirect question or [+wh] feature in wh-indirect question should
move into an operator position for feature checking and proper interpretation. However, the
only operator position available, which is the specifier of the embedded C, has become an
A-position and cannot attract [+Q] or [+wh] feature. Hence, the derivation crashes due to
the unchecked [+Q] or [+wh] feature.
(9) A [ep A [IP DP-Ace ... *[+Q]/*[+wh]........] -ci ] Verb
1 11 1
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5.4.2 ECM and Matrix Wh-question
Let us now consider whether wh-movement is allowed out of a CP complement in EeM
constructions in Korean
(10) a. ne-nun [CP l\1ary-ka
You-Top Mary-Nom
wey
why
erisekessta-ko ]
was stupid-eomp
sayngkakha-ni
think-Q
"Why do you think Mary was being stupid?"
b. ne-Dun [Mary-Iullj [ep Ii
You-Top Mary-Ace
wey erisekessta-ko] sayngkakha-ni?
why was stupid-comp think-Q
"When do you think Mary to have been being stupid?1I
The possibility of wh-movement out of ECM structure in (10) indicates that wh-movemenr
need not be successive cyclic, as has been predicted by Lee. R~.call that under the
formulation of Lee for A'-chains, which requires an A'-chain to go through only the
positions necessary for feature checking, wh-phrase need not and cannot go through the
specifier of the embedded CP if the wh-phrase takes scope over the matrix clause, that is,
[+wh] feature checking takes place in the specifier of the matrix C. No feature checking can
be done as a result of raising of the embedded wh-phrase into the specifier of the embedded
C. Hence, the r110vement is not required by Lee and principle of economy would rule out
such an unnecessary operation.
Now consider the following wh-question out of ECM construction, where the ECMed wh-
phrase has been extracted.
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(11) a. ne-Dun [Cp nwu-ka
You-Top who-Nom
erisekessta-ko ]
was stupid-eomp
sayngkakha-ni
think-Q
"Who do you think that t was stupid?"
b. ne-Dun
You-Top
[nwukwu-Iul]i [CP Ii
who-Ace
erisekessta-ko ]
was stupid-comp
sayngkak.'la-ni?
think-Q
"Who do you think to have been stupid?"
This is again the same with the wh-question out of ECM in French and Italian. In ECM
constructions i!! Korean as well as in French and Italian, Lee requires that the ECMed wh-
phrase need not and cannot go through the specifier of the embedded C, since no feature
checking call take place by the movement into the position. The only difference is the nature
of the skipped specifier of the embedded C; it is an A-position in Korean, but an A'-
posjiton in French and Italian. The legitimate lillk from the specifier of the embedded T is
formed by raising of the ECMed DP into the specifier of the matrix Tr, satisfying Last
Resort and Lee.
5.4 Summary
I have proposed in this chapter a new definition of AlA'-distinction on the basis of the facts
from ECM in Korean and Italian. The basic idea behind the derivational distinction of AiA'-
position is that the nature of a specifier is determined by the property of its head, probably
via some sort of Spec-head agreement. This fonnulation has some consequences on the
theory of movcm~nt: (i) overt verb raising determines the nature of the specifier of T or C
with regard to ~bJA'-status; and (ii) A-nl0vement is always successive-cyclic, but A'-
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movement is not, since Lee requires that AI-chain need not go through any other position
thaIl required by Last Resort for feature checking.
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Chpater 6
DUAL FUNCTION OF FINITE T
IN LANGUAGES WITHOUT INFINITIVALS
We are now left with the final task of this thesis: to account for the apparent volation of the
Chain Condition (Chomsky 1993) that requires an A-chain .have one and only one case
position. The relevant data are evidenced in ECM out of finite clause in Korean, which has
been discussed in much detail in chapter 2. In other words, if the subject in an finite
complement clause is extracted from its clause into a case position, the derivation should
crash; either the case feature of the embedded T or of the matrix T remains unchecked since
a case feature of a DP should delete after checking, being an uninterpretable feature.
6.1 ECM out of Finite Clause: Property of T
Consier the following ECM structure from Korean, where ECM takes place out of a finite
complement clause, as we can see from the presence of the past tense marker -esse
(1) John-un
John-Top
[Mary-lui
Mary-Ace
erisek-ess-ta-ko ]
be stupid-past-decl-colnp
mitnunta
believe
"John believes Mary to have been stupid."
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As noted earlier, A-movement out of a finite clause should be deviant since a case feature is
not allowed to enter into multiple checking relations in Chomsky (1995), while .p-features1
can. Since a case feature of DP is [-Interpretable], once checking relation is established
between a DP with an unchecked case feature and T with a case assigning feature, the case
feature of the DP should delete and can never enter into another checking relation. If the
case feature of the ECMed DP deletes after moving into the specifier of the embedded T,
the case feature on the matrix Tr cannot get its accusative case feature checked and will
cause the derivation to crash.
To resolve this situation, I propose that in languages such as Korean, which do not have
overt infinitival structures, a finite T serves a dual function as both finite and infinitival T.
A finite T has a strong nominative case feature that can be checked against any undeleted
case feature of DP. This strong nominative case feature of T will attract the closest DP into
its specifier position in the overt syntax and its nominative case feature will delete after
cheking. In contrast, I have argued in chapter 3 that in languages like English, which
distinguish between finite and infinitival structures, an infinitival T has nominal null case
that can be checked against the D-feature of DP, while a finite T has nominative case that
enters into a checking relation with a DP with nominative case.
Suppose in a language that has finite T with the above-mentioned dual function, an
embedded subject DP enters into a checking relatioll with the embedded finite T. The
nominative feature of the embedded T deletes after the checking whether the DP has
nominative or accusative case feature, since case feature of T is assumed to be an
1. For difference between case feature and c1rfeature with regard to the possibility ofolultiple feature
cheking, see Chomsky (1995) and Ura (1996).
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uninterpretable feature. The D-feature of the subject DP on the other hand should not delete
since it is an interpretable feature needed at LF for convergence.
Crucially, the deletion of the case feature of DP depends on the property of its case feature.
If it is nominative case feature, it deletes after checking since it matches the nominative case
assigning feature of the embedded T. Althougll raising of the embedded subject into the
specifer of the embedded T is not driven by the nominative case feature ofDP, the resulting
checking relation makes it possible for the nominative case feature of DP checked by the
nominative feature of the embedded finite T.
If the embedded subject has an accusative case feature, for example, as in ECM
constructions, the case feature of the ECMed DP cannot be checked by the embedded T,
since it does not have the matching feature. Chomsky (1995) claims that features cannot be
checked under feature mismatch even if they are in a configuration for feature checking.
Whether features that do not match can enter into a checking relation but cannot be checked
or they do not even allowed to enter into a checking relation is not clear at this point. Of
relevance here is the claim that in either case mismatched features cannot be checked.
Hence, mutiple feature checking of case feature is found in Korean, whereby the accusative
case feature of the ECMed DP enters into a checking relation twice: checking of the
nominative case feature of the embedded T and checking of the accusative case feature of
the matrix Tr.
6.2 More Data on A-movement out qf Finite Clause
A generalization seems to hold across languages that a language L does not have overt
infinitival constructions if L allows A-movement out of finite clause. That is, languages
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without overt infinitvals have the option of using finite T as infinitival in the sense that any
DP can license its case feature just as any DP can check the nominal EPP feature of
infinitival T in English. Infinitival T in both types of languages share a property that it
suffices for the (finite T functioning as) infinitival T to fill its specifier with a DP regardless
of the nature of or the accessibility to the case feature of DP. To show that the dual function
of finite T is not an idiosyncratic property of T in Korean, I will provide more data that
show A-movement out of finite clause in this section.
Consider the following example from Standard Arabic, which exhibits ECM out of finite
clause. The eXaJnple is from UTa (1996), citing Ouhalla (1994).
(2) dhanan-tu l-taalib-ak [ ?anna-huk qaabal-a
believed-lSG the student-Ace comp-he met-3SG
"I believed the studentk that hek met the teacher. II
I-mu?allim-a ]
the teacher-Ace
Ura (1996) claims that in Standard Arabic the operation Move inserts a pronominal copy in
the base position as a result of a language-particular rule. Apart from the pronominal
occupying the specifier of the embedded T in (2), the structure is exactly like ECM ill
Korean. The embedded accusative subject has been extracted out of a finite clause. Again,
the assumption that the finite T has nominative case feature that can be checked by any
undeleted case feature of a DP, multiple feature checking of accusative case feature of the
ECMed DP l-taalib-a in (2) accounts for the acceptability of ECM out of a finite clause.
Given below is examples from across languages [hat illustrate the same point: ECM out of
CP is possible in many languages, which are reported to have no infinitival constructions.
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(3) Kiketi
who-ace
mondtad
you-said
hogy
that
szeretllel tj
you-would-like[-def]
[ha eljonnenek til
if came
"Who did you say you wond like it if they came?" (Kiss, 1984)
(4) chai
that
jari-ea
man-top
yachachij-tai cnn [tj warmi-man
teacher-ace believes woman-dat
wawa-ta
baby-ace
cara-ju-y-ta]
serve-PTog-Pres-acc
liThe man believes the teacher is handing the baby to the woman."
(Jake & Odden 1979)
(5) au
Is
gadreva
wish
[na koro levu]i
art big town
[ni ko
Sub 28
a lako
Past go
kinaj]
to-it
"I wish you had gone to the city. II (Gordon, 1980)
6.3 Summary
I have proposed in this chapter a possibility of multiple feature checking for case features
on the basis of the fact from across languages that ECM is possible out of a finite clause.
Case feature can enter into a mUltiple checking relation due to the impossibility of proper
checking under feature mismatch and the distinction of interpretable and uninterpretable
features.
ECM out of a finite clause can be seen as composed of two links: raising of the ECMed DP
to the embedded specifier ofT establishes a checking relation between the nominative case
feature of the finite T and the undeleted case feature of the ECMed DP; and further raising
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of the ECMed DP ir he specifier of the matirx Tr establishes a checking relation between
the case feature ofTr and the accusative case feature of tile ECMed DP.
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Appendix to Chapter 6
OVERT V -TO-T RAISING IN KOREAN
In this appendix, I will provide some arguments for the assumption about the nature of T
in Korean that the verb raises and adjoins to Tense in the overt syntax on the basis of the
coordination facts.
Consider the following coordinated structures.
(1) a. John-i [[ chayk-ul Mary-eykey tv] kuliko
John-Nom book-Ace Mmy-Dat and
Sue-eyeky ]] cwuesstav
Sue-Dat gave
[ kkoch-ul
flower-Ace
"John gave a book to Mary and flowers to Slle. 1I
b. haksayngtul-i [[ sey-meyng-i chayk-ul tv] kuliko
students-Nom three-CL-Nom book-a.t\.cc and
[ twuonmyeng-i kkoch-ul ]] sasstav
two-CL-Nom f1o\vers-Acc bought
"Three students bought books and two studc:nts bought flowers. "
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c. na-DUD [[ cemsim-ul hakkyo-eysey tv] kulik.o [ cenyek-ul
I-Top lunch-Ace school-loe and dinner-Ace
cip-eysey]] mekesstav
home-loe ate
"I had lunch at school and dinner at home."
Under the traditional analysis that the verb stays in-situ within the VP in the overt syntax,
the coordinated structures in (1) are problematic sillce they all violate the Coordinat
Structure Constraints, which prevents movement out of one conjunct unless movement also
occurs out of the other conjunct.2 1f the verb does not raise out of VP in the overt syntax,
all the structures given above in (1) violate the esc; only on,e of the two conjuncts contains
a trace of the verb.
Suppose the verb in Korean raises and adjoins to Tense in the overt syntax. Then the
structures in (1) can be seen as TrP coordination with the trace of V contained in it. In (1 a),
the direct object generated in the complement position of V raises into the outer specifier Tr
and the subject in the inner specifier of Tr moves into the specifier of Tense. After raising
of both the subject and the object, TrP is left with the direct object in its outer specifier
position, the trace of subject in its inner specifier position, the indirect object in the specifier
of pp that c-commands VP with the trace of V. Hence, coordination of the direct object
and the indirect object can be analyzed as TrP coordination after the overt verb raising in
Korean. Each of the\-;oordinates in (la) contains a. trace of the subject, the direct and
indirect object, a trace 01 the direct object and a trace of the verb and (Ia) would have the
following representation.
2. See Ross (1967) and Wiliams (1977; 1978) for the Coordinate Structure Constraints and movement out
of conjuDcts in a coordinate structure.
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(2) John-ii [[TrP tj chayk-ulj Mary-eykey [vp tj tvl] kuliko
John-Nom book-Ace Mary-Dat and
[[TrP ti kkoch-ulj Mary-eykey [vptj tvl] cwuessta
flowers-Ace Mary-Dat gave
"John gave a book to Mary and flowers to Sue."
The structure given in (lb) is also hard to account for without assuming the overt verb
raising in Korean. Suppose numeral quantifiers in Korean are generated in the one of the
multiple specifier positions that hosts its associate DP. The so-called floating quantifiers3
are due to movement of the associate DP rather than movement of the numeral quantifier
itself. That is, a subject-oriented numeral quantifier identifies the base position of the
subject (the inner specifier of Tr), while the one associated with the direct object identifies
the base position of the object (the inner specifier of V).
Then, (lb) has the same structure as (la) in the sense that it is a case of TrP coordination
after the subject raises into the specifier of Tense, the object moves into the outer specifier
of Tr and the verb raises and adjoins to Tense Notice again that prior to overt V-to-T
raising, only one of the conjuncts in (1b) contains a trace of the verb. The coordinated
structure in (Ie) also shows us that the verb has raised out of VP in the overt syntax. given
below are the S-structure representations of (lb) and (Ie) respectively.
(3) a. haksayngtul-ij
students-Nom
[[TrP ti sey-myeng-ij
three-CL-Nom
chayk-ulj [vp tj tv]] kuliko
book-Ace and
[[TrP tj twu-myeng-ij kkoch-ulj [vp tj tv]] sassta
two-CL-Noln book-Ace bought (=1b)
3. For the analysis of floating quantifiers in Korean, see Park & Sohn (1993).
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b. na-nunj [[TrP tj cemsim-ulj hakkyo-eyse [vp tj tvl] kuliko
I-Top lunch-Ace home-Loc and
[[TrP tj cenyek-ulj cip-eyse [vp tj tvl] mekessta
dinner-Ace hom-Loc ate (=lc)
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Chapter 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this thesis I have discussed the locality of A-chain and a new formulation of AlA'-
distinction on the basis of two types of illicit A-chains found in ECM constructions across
languages. The guiding intuition on the locality of A-chain starts from Relativized
Minimality indicating that different kinds of government do not interfere with one another;
for example, intervening AI-specifiers should never interfere with antecedent government
in an A-ehain under this approach. However there are cases where A-movement out of CP
is unacceptable, which is evidenced from the impossibility of regular EeM in ~rench and
Italian. To provide an account for this problem, I proposed Locality Constraint on Chains
in the context of Last Resort and uniformity condition on chain.
(1 ) Locality condition OD Chains (=LCc)
A chain (ai, .... til is legitilnate if every link of the chain is local
(2) (i) A link in an A-chain is local if there is no shorter link satisfying the uniformity
condition on chain.
(ii) A link in an A'-chain is local if there is no shorte link satisfying Last Resort.
(3) A chain is unifonn with regard to phrase structure status l {Chomsky 1995)
1. Chomsky (1995) mentions that the "phrase structure status" of an element is its (relational) property of
maximal. minimal, or neither.
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(4) Last Resort
Move raises a to the checking domain of a head H with a feature F only if the
feature F of H enters into a checking relation with a feature F of a.
(Collins 1997: 19)
The intuition behind Lee is that A-ehain is truly local in its nature in the sense that it needs
to go through every intervening specifier whether actual feature checkitlg takes place or not.
In contrast, AI-chain only goes through the position that is required for feature checking.
A reconsideration of the notion of AlAI-distinction has also been made in this thesis and a
new distinction of AlAI-position has been formulated on the basis of the property of the
category that occupies the head of the specifier. A specifier of a head that contains a lexical
category (=N, V, A, P) or a trace of a lexical category counts as an A-position, while
specifiers of a functional head counts as an A'-position. ft "ignificant consequence of this
refonnulation of AlAI-distinction is that verb raising crucially hinges on the A-statu3 of a
specifier of the functional category that the verb raises and adjoins to. If verb raises to
Tense in L 1, both the specifier of the verb and the specifier of T count as A-positionft in
Lt. If verb raises up to C in L2, the specifier of C becomes an A-position ae well as the
specifier of T.
A crosslinguistic study of A-movement in this thesis also shows that a generalization can be
established that a language that allows A-movement out of a finite clause does not have
overt infinitival structures. This is problematic since A-movement out of a finite clause
would be a violation of the Chain Condition with the resulting chain having two case
positions; the specifier of the embedded finite Tense and the target position where case
checking of the moved element takes place.
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To resolve this situation, I propose that in languages that do not have overt infinitivals a
finite T serves a dual function of both finite and infinitival T in the sense that a finite T has a
strong numinative case feature that can be checked against any DP with undeleted case
feature regardless of its case feature. This strong nominative case feature of T will attract
the closest DP into its specifier position in the overt syntax. A crucial consequence of this
claim follows that case feature can also enter into multi,ple checking relations.
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